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government, but was slain without
trial.
It is hoped that Carranza's commit
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tee which is investigating the Benton
ease will be ready to report to General Carranza upon hia arrival iu
Juarez next Saturday.
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nfliirtoil and who later 1ms been Immi-filrnu-action means that the policy-holde- r
of health,
must he in a very good statewhen
Lung
t'nwa have been reported
AlteraPufferem, after taking Kckman's
tive, a remedy for Throat and Lima:
Troubles, have successfully paused the
companies.
medical test of insurance
Head tbla case:
rxi Dean St.. Brooklyn. N.a Y
naif
About s year and
"Gentlemen:
ai?o 1 noticed that my health was rapidly
1
w'ln ulcbt
was troubled
failing.
nevere cough and was very
weata.
ambiweak: bavin, in fact, absolutely I no
consulttion whatever. About this time
me
told
my lunga
ed a physician, who
were affected. Not satisfied I went to anme,
other doctor, Who, after examining
said 'hat I was In the first stances of LmiK
to
take
I
started
Trouble. At this point
Eckmau's Alterative. The night sweats
my eonc h
stopped almost Immediately, disappeared.
became looser and gradually
and my
142
now
la
pounds
Mv weight
roe perfectly
phvslclan has pronounced with
the fact
sound-whi- cu,
toother
Just been accepted by two
that I have
different insurance companies for insurance makes me sure of my entire recovery by Eckmau's Alterative. E- - GKB.
I
(Aflldav)
Above abbreviated: more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
ou.,
for severe Throat ana Lnnn
Bronditls. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
.Vtem.
the
Colds and in upbuilding
bnblt-formln- g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
fcckman
of recoveries, and write to for
evilaboratory, Philadelphia, Pa.,
dence. For sale by all leading druggist
and E. G. Murphey and Red Cross

herst team; Captain N. D. McLeod of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology squad; Captain D. W. Jones,
of the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-o- f
s
the Cornell team. Uaptain It.
the
to
is
of Columbia
opposed
move. He admits that the game is
faster but states that in his opinion'
it spails team work and materially reduces the chances of playei s "making"
the team.
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these delightful new garm- ents wc arc showing The

very cream of the Great
Eastern Markets, Our
buyer spends four months
out of each year in New
ys
on the alert fdr that which

it is correct in style, color and
price, Below are a few items for
this week's selling you cannot
'
afford to

miss,

M
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Novelty Lawn
Waists

Silk and Cotton
Petticoats

in a large number or attractive models. These are made
of a fine quality lawn and
many are hand embroidered.
Price $1.75 to
$6.00

made of a silk and cotton
brocade with double pleated
flouncein all colors. These
Petticoats were bought especially for this Spring
.$1.48
Opening Sale

Laa Veas'LeadingStora
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'varsity shell, the first sectional shell
at Pennsylvania, has been delivered
and will be put into commission as
soon as the weather permits.

"

tobacco that Is instantly
distinguished from all others
by its fragrance.
A

v

"So Bite,
"No Sting,
"No Sag,
"No String."
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Convenient Packages:
Haif-Poun-

'

The Handy Half- -

Tin, the Pound and
e
Tin, the
Tin Humidors and the Pound Glass Humidor.
Full-Siz-

Size
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doors, its natural lasting fragrance
will win you ct ones and forever.

!

$3.00 Petticoats
Made

of good grade
in three different
styles, accord eon pleated
flounce, and a wide range
of colors, to match any
-color; of dress. A are value
$2.25
at

w
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all available breath. All that they
could do was to point. That was
enough. There reposing on the scarred score sheet the panicky crowd
Christmas" the story those three loneblack figures, that's all, but "jlminy
Christmas" the story these three lone
black figures told. Well, gentle reader, they told the story of another broken record. Yesslree, after threatening to give up .bowling, because his
pet score of 270 waa beaten by six
pins, En Hanson "High Score" Hanson during the silence of the sleepy
afternoon rolled, bowled, coaxed the
pins to register for him, the nine-sparscore of two hundred and eighty-three

e

(2S3).
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Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F, Monahan,
THAT BEATS RECORDS
"I am exposed
Wis., says:
to all kinds of weather and I find Foley's Honey and Tar Compound always
fixes me up In good shape when 1
MAKES NINE SPARES IN BOXBALL
catch cold or have a bad cough. 1
GAME, REGISTERING A TOTAL
recommend it gladly." Refuse all subOF 283
stitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Aov.
All was quiet and serene at the
Y. M. C." A. yesterday afternoon, except, perhaps, for the creaking of a
rocking chair In one of the dormitory
rooms or perhaps there filtered
How
Avoid Those Paint and Ditre
through the walls of tho gymnasium Whichlo o
Many Mother. Have Suffered.
an undignified yell from the usual
lamblike business men. So quiet was
it that even bid Janitor Skafte stopped in the act of shoveling In a chunk
of coal and listened to the awful silence that pervaded every part of the

BOLLS

SCORE

LADIES WILL BOWL
WITH Y. Ri. C. A. TEAM
-

GAME WITH ST. GEORGE TONIGHT
WILL BE ANi INTERESTING

CONTEST
Tonight at 7 o'clock the third series
of telegraphic boxball matches between the Y. M. C. A, and. St George,
Kas., will be played. This time there
will be a little different arrangement
than before. Five ladies have beea
added to each of the two teams and
the total scores of the ten contestants)
will decide the winner.
The Las Vegas ladies who will participate are as follows: Misses Ruth
Parkin, Mary Hays, Carrie Green-berge- r,
Frances Myerg. Marie Mann
and Mrs, P. H. LeNolr.
men's lineup '.wilt, remain as
. The
before.
The men will start at T
o'clock and will roll until 8:15. The
girls will start at 8:15 o'clock and
roll until the blisters arrive.
The Forty Year Test
article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public in 1872.
From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until It has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try It and you will understand
why it Is a favorite after a period of
more than forty years. It not only
gives relief it cures. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
An

,

building.

Then suddenly, without the slightest
warning, there tore througti the calm
I
4V I
)
air a terrible shriek, in fact,' several
shrieks. The secretary, who was passing into a reverie of summer days to
come, leaped from his ewivel chair
and dove clear over the counter. The
men in the reading room rushed en
Tt is n pltT tnoro wonifn
1o not know ot
masse for the front door. The busi- Sloilu
r s JTieu(, Hero is a reim-lri?n
that
m
Usem
to
eniDios
ness men, ducked into the basement
muscles,
expatiti wtttiouC
any strain uim the liiiHuto and ftnaliWi
miitrin tty without jiain,
and tho dormitory men all tried to get women tomorn in tlironfiiii
(f nirkno-wor any "f the dream-i3iaue,
down stairs at the same time.
o fuinillar to mtttiy inothent.
ymrtoioa
There 1h no fouiish diet to b.ii'a
tin? mfniT,
"It's broken," "it's broken," came The
do not dwell urm
and
pl
for all wh are aroidi-dThousands
a cross between a yell and a wall Wewuen no lotiirer nwipi themselvfs to th(of
that SHhitcs anil d!t!i-are nalnr'tl.
from the vicinity of the box-baalley. thought
They know NMt.r, for in Moiher's
they
found ft woiuderfiil.
miWy &
Then finally fiKUvinjr rt out all at the Imve
tidnil; all th"K drcjnled ex irieiH-ft
Nidneet
It
same time from. whence rarne the dis- 3hir
HT'ry wormot should be fnmN
he imy not
with, Hnd'even tnom-wi:i now and ihvnrequire
nxvt
turbance, reading room 'men, business m'h a reinsy, hIip,
nioMmr to wh..rn a word in
p'mie
men, dormitory men, secret ales and time itlt'f.ii Njuiner'H
wlil
a
tii'SMfii!.
Thin
rfmdv is KtonH
the janitor all yelled in reply: "What's hy i;M drnhiis. end ftitrtons
only si,o( a
Is if?
ai.d
It
h rvnv worul
ov,
"When?
Where? JM
liro!;n? Who?
in rUd.Y...V Hie to dato the I'.ra.i
f.anmr .(jlug., Aifciiiui,
?"
Wha
But the shriekers had used I
fat: a itxoHl vuluj.-itiioiii-'ht- s
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Sells Wooltex.

l

'

"v.'illiii,

char-meus- e,

The Store That

.

Men-omoni-

Tho first timo you get a whiff of
STAGi you'll go buy some.
In tho pips, in tho tin, Indoors, out-

fi

Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
"About one year ago,'' says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Rosenwalds, you may be sure that

home-and-hom-

Sells Wooltex

most welcome

will please those who are discrim
hating in what they wear, and
when a garment is bought at

Lingerie Waists
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ing Sale Continues
all this Week

Coach Frank L. Sullivan of the
Princeton swimming team has select
ed the following swimmers for his
New Yorkk March 17, The brilliant
water polo teams:
record of the Princeton hockey team
team HessenDrauch, Prince
First
Murine the season just completed has
ton, center; Shyroek, Pennsylvania,
led to aa agitation for the building of
right forward; Monquln, Columbia,
an artificial ice riuk at Princeton be
left forward; Smith, Yale, left back;
fore next year. The idea found favor
Von, Molt, Yale, right back; Braden,
with both undergraduates and alumni
Yale, goal. Second
ReCUrinK
noiIWU
"
.v. font hAvnnd
Yale, center; Selby, Princeton, right
estimates for a riuk and freezing plant
forward; Wensley, Columbia, left for
nothing was uone. iuu rrawmwi
ward; Mane, Columbia, right back;
ajki
Alumni Weekly in discussing the reButler, Princeton, left back; Marcy,
vived project states editorially:
Pennsylvania, goal.
.' ,
"You can't play hockey without Ice,
The Intercollegiate Swimming league
and while Lake Carnegie usually freezseason which recently closed found
es over three or four times during the
Princeton the winner of tile water pol6
re;
.
winter, the ice ordinarily does not
Drug company. ,
tournament with four straight victormain long enough to afford regular
but one
an Princeton 4, Boston A. A. 2; Princeton ies, yet the Tigers placed
practice. In thia sport we are at
man on the first team and two on the
obvious disadvantage In the competi- 2, Ottawa 4; Princeton 9, Cornell 1; second. Yale with, three victories and
tions with our chief opponents in the Princeton 2, Dartmouth 0; Princeton one defeat furnished three and! Colfarther north latitudes of New Eng- 5, Army 0; Princeton 1, Harvard 2; umbia and Pennsylvania each one. The
land. Ia the absence of ice at Prince- Princeton 5, Yale 3; Princeton 3, Yale final
standing in both the polo and
ton, to get their practice our hockey 1; Princeton 4, Harvard 2; Princeton swimming divisions were as follows:
i
players are obliged to go to the rink 4, Harvard 1 ; Princeton 2, Ottawa 8.
Water polo Princeton, Yale, Colum
can
this
do
In total goals scored the Orange and
in New York,' but they
bia, Pennsylvania, College City of New
only two or three times a week, and Black team more than doubled the fig- York.
that at the latter end of the season. ures of its opponeet. In tno 13 games Swimming Yale, Princeton, Penn
Under these circumstances It is ex- played Princeton netted 54 goals to
sylvanla, College City of New York,
tremely difficult to develop players, her opponents 23. This was due In Columbia,
,
and particularly team play! There great part to the dashing play and
to
New
serious
and
other
objections
are
"Hobey"
speed of Captain Kuhn
The initial vote on the question of 1
York as the scene of our participation Baker. Not including the final game
In this branch of sport All the argu- with Ottawa, each of these players permitting the playing of "Summer
ments for playing college games on leee seven, and Captain O. M. Clark Baseball" by the students of Amherst
college grounds hold with peculiar scored 18 goals; more than half of college showed 227 votes in favor of
In some cnarming effects,
force in this game. Hockey Is too the total record for the season. It Is the plan to 115 against the. proposal,
made of crepe3, lawns and
well established as an excellent col- probable that the record of the Prince- The balloting, which was in the order
,
dimities, both high and
It
or
direct
no
but
if
to
straw
be abandoned,
posi
vote, has
ton seven of the present season will of a
lege game
long and short sleeves,
is to be continued at Princeton, we not be duplicated for several year3 at tive bearing on the final action of the
some are plain tailored, some
must have our own rink. Yale has least, even should the contemplated student council which may be delayed
embroidered, lace trimmed
a rink in New Haven and Harvard rink be built during the coming sum for several weeks."
and frilled, others come in
has one in Boston. With a rink at mer.
The question will now go before the
the new vest effect; all are
e
student council for final decision. The
games could
Princeton,
$1.25
extra values at
be arranged as in the case of baseball
In connection with th intercolle- action by the council is in accordance
and football."
giate hockey season which has just with the constitution of the associaThe record of the Princeton seven terminated there is considerable dis tion which grants to the council the
in winning the intercollegiate cham- cussion among the colleges most in- power of "formulation and enforce
pionship under these adverse train- terested relative to reducing the num ment of eligibility rules excepting
ing conditions was an exceedingly ber of players irom seven to six. This scholarship rules."
meritorious performance.
Aside from plan, which developed: in Canada sev:
In this decision the council will take
the Harvard team none of the eastern e.ral years ago, was brought about by into consideration the vote of the Stucollege sevens was able to check the the necessary financial curtailment in dents' association as one of the imfast and clever individual and team professional hockey circles where big portant factors connected with the
play of the Tigers. In all IS games salaries were paid the Canadian stars question but it may not necessarily
were played, and of these but three It was also tried out this winter by decide the question in accordance with
were lost Harvard won one of the the teams of the Amateur Hockey the student. vote. Among other prob-ab- e
three contests scheduled, and Ottawa league in New York during the second
factors it will consider are the votes cast are against summer basecollege won both games against half of the season with fair success. opinions of alumni and faculty.
ball.
Princeton, but only after exceedingly Where rinks are comparatively small
The vote cast by the student body
The University of
Pennsylvania
close and extra period struggles. six man teams permit of a faster game last year upon the summer baseball rowing authorities have ordered a
That the Tigers should force the Can- than when 14 players are on the Ice
lacing shell
question totaled 100 votes for and 57 new sectional eight-oareadian collegians to the limit to win
A poll taken among tlie leading col- against summer baseball. A compari- for the freshmen crew. This is the
is the best evidence of the caliber of lege sevens of the east shows that a son of these figures with the present, second shell of this type ordered at
the Princeton seven of 1913-14- .
majority of the captains are in favor vote shows that last year, of the 247 the suggestions of Coach Nickolis
The season's record, including both of the reduction in the number of men of the college voting, 77 per cent These models are used extensively in
the intercollegiate and exhibition players. Those who favor the plan in favored the measure while this year England. The several detachable comIn
games, follows: Princeton S, St. Paul's clude Captain Heron of the Yale sev- only 66 yer cent out of 342, are for partments afford great
The new eight-oareSchool 3; Princeton 5, Toronto 2; en Carrtain R. M. Kimball of the Am- - it, or that 11 per cent more of the transportation.
team-Sleln-
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FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT

Jess Willard vs. Dan Daly, 6 rounds,
at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Phil Brock vs. Willie Beecher, 12
rounds, at Akron, O.
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for tin inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippo
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
safe, pure and certain in results. Contains no opiates. O. G. Rchapfer and
Reu" Cross Drug Store. Adv.
The Mothers' Favorite
consjli .medicine for chlldrci
fihould be harmless. It should
to take. It should be effectual,
Cliamborl.'iin's Comh Rime' ia all ot
this and la the moibor's fnvorile everywhere. For sale by nil dealers. Adv.
A
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igestion if Given a Good Baby

GOVERNMENT COMMISSION! WILL
ENDEAVOR TO BRING ABOUT
SUCH A RESULT

Washington, March. 17. After a
of many months the Commission
on Industrial Relations Is about
asready to begin the gigantic task
governfederal
the
to
it
by
signed
ment - Congress in creating the commission assigned to it the following
work:
It must inquire into the general condition of labor lnt the principal industries of the United States including
those
agriculture, and especially in,
which are carried on in corporate
'
forms.
It must study the existing relations
between employers and: employes. ,
It must investigate the effect of industrial conditions on public welfare
and into the rights and powers of the
community to deal therewith.
It must ,look into the condition of
sanitation and safety of employes and
the provisions for protecting the life,
limb and health of employes.
It must study the growth of associas
tions of employers and
associations
such
of
effect
nd the
wpon. the relations between employers
and employes.
It must Investigate the xtent and
xesultB of methods of collective .bargaining. ,
It must study, any methods which
have been tried in any stale or foreign
countries for maintaining mutually
s
satisfactory relations between empoly-erde-Ja-

y

A

'

wage-earner-

and employes.

It must study all known methods

for avoiding or adjusting labor disputes through peaceful and conciliatory mediation and negotiations.
It must look into the scope, methods
and resources of existing bureaus of
'
labor and into possible ways to increasing their usefulness.
It must take up for study the question of smuggling or other illegal entry of Asiatics into the United States
r its insular possessions, and of the
methods by which Asiatics have gain-and are gaining admission into ths
d

,

country.
underin
the
dissatisfaction
of
causes
lying

It must seek to dscover the

.
industrial situation.
The personnel of the commission
is such as to warrant the public In
expecting much of it. The chairman
is Frank P. Walsh of Missouri, a lawyer who has for many years been interested in the relations existing between capital and labor. Two other
representatives of the general public
on the commission are Mrs. J. Borden
Harriman of New York, who is deeply
interested in welfare work, and Dr.
John R. Commons, professor of economics in the University of Wisconsin.
Representing organized labor on the
commission are James O'Connell, vice
residen of the American Federation
of Labor; Austin B. Garrettson, president of the Order of Railway Conductors, and John B. Lennon, treasurer of
the American Federation of Labor.
The three representatives of employers are Harris Weinstock, a prominent
California manufacturer; S. Thurston
Ballard, a well known business man of
Louisville, and Frederick A. Delano,
one of the best known of American
railway executives.

m
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Laxative tp'
In spite .of- - the greatest personal
care and the most intelligent attention
to diet, babies and children will become constipated, and it is a fact that
constipation and indigestion - have
wrecked many1 a young life. To start
with a good digestive apparatus Is to
"
'
start life without handicap.
But, as we cannot all have perfect
working bowels, we must do the next
best thing and acquire them, or train
them to become healthy. This can be
done by the use of a laxative-to- n io
very highly recommended by a great
many, mothers. The remedy is called
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and has
been on the market for two generations. It can be bought conveniently
at any drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar a bottle, and those who are
already convinced of its merits buy
the dollar size.
Its mildness makes it the Ideal medicine for children, and It is also very
pleasant to the taste. It !s sure In its
effect, and genuinely harmless. Veryj
little of it is required and its frequent
use does not cause It to I030 its effect,
as Is the case with so many other remedies.
Thousands can testify to its merits
in constipation, indigestion, biliousness, Bdck headaches, etc., among them
reliable people like Mrs. James R.
Rouse, of Marinette, Wis. Her little
The Jaw creating, the commission
authorizes it to hold sittings and public hearings anywhere in the United
States. According to present plans
these hearings will be commenced
within the next two or three weeks. It
will be the policy of the commission
to visit as many of the industrial centers of the country as possible. The
cities tentatively selected for holding
hearings Include New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Paterson, Scranton, Pittsburg, Buffalo, Wheeling, Charlotte, N.
C; Greenville, S. C; Atlanta, Birmingham, Nashville, Louisville, New Or
leans, Detroit, Indianapolis. Cleveland,
Chicago, Houghton, Mich.; Milwaukee,
Madison, Wis.;' St. Louis, Kansas City,
Minneapolis, Denver, Trin;dad, Colo.;
Dallas, Houston, Galveston, Los An
geles, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland,
Butte and Lead, S. D.
Representatives of labor and capital
and persons who may be said to repre
sent the public generally will
to appear at these hearings and
tell what they know about local conditions as they affect the relation existing between capital and labor. The
commission will have the power to
compel the attendance of witnesses.
The commission is finally to report
to congress not later than August 23,
1915. It must also make at least one
report to congress by the end of the
first year of its existence. The thought
behind the legislation which created
the commission is that it will go a Ion?
way towards bringing the opposing
forces of capital and labor together for
the common good, a problem which is
generally considered to be the most
important confronting the American
people today.
A pain in the side or hack that
catches you when you straighten up
call" for a rubbing application of BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permits
motion without suffering or Inconvenience.
Price 25c, 60c and fl.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.

Adv.
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They comprise the greatest evils

that are practised on an unsuspect- -

insr rjublic Do vou know why
dealers attempt to sell you their
own article or something just as
i good" in place of what you call for ?
It's a matter of profit they make
more money on that article regardless of your health. It is not fair
to your judgment nor to us as
manufacturers, who have told you
through truthful advertising the
immense amount of good
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has done for others and will do for you.
The retailer (and there are many of them) who gives you what
you ask for without quibble, is the one who has your interest, as
You feel
well as his own in mind he should get your buuine
comfortable while trading with him.
We da not approve of price cuttingfor cut prices, a!on with
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users of Syrup Pepsin have learned to
avoid cathartics, salts, mineral wa
ters, pills and other harsh remedies
for they do but temporary good and
are a shock to any delicate system.
Families wishing to try a free sam
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Montlcello, 111. A pos
tal card with your name and address
on it will do.
AMERICANS AT DANISH WEDDING
Copenhagen, March 17 Two American girls, the Misses Elizabeth and

Marielouise Whittlesey of Brookline,
Mass., acted as bridesmaids today at
a notable wedding In Frederick's

church in this city. The tride was
Magna von Kauffman, daughter of
Colonel von Kauffman, chamberlain
to King Christian, and the bridegroom Torben Hage, first lieutenant
in the king's guards'. King Christian
and other members of the royal family attended the wedding. The Misses
Whittlesey and the bride of today
have been warm friends since they
studied art together in Paris several
years ago.

LAVOTE
PE0PLE-"CASCARE-

PLEASED
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FOR OLD
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CALOMEL, PILLS, ACT ON
BOWELS LIKE PEPPER ACTS

bA LTS,

IN NOSTRiL--

box new.
Get a
Most old people must give to 1he
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation. The condition is perfectly natural. ; It is just as
natural as it ia for oil people to walk
slowly. For age is never so acUve as
youth. The muscles are less elastlc.
And the bowels are muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets.
One might as well refuse to aid week
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid to weak bowels. This is
important at all ages, but never bo
much as. at fifty.
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
Youth may occasionally whip the bowels into activity. But a lash can't be
used every day. What the bowels of
the old need is a gentle and natural
tonic. One that can b.e constantly
used' without harm. The only such
tonic is Cascarets, and they cost only
10 cents per box at any drug store.
They work while you. sleep. Adv.
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Every Youngster Can Have Fine

ANfflD

we ' of Superintendent
GOfiFESSiO.'I
uf
the county schools," !
Conway
said Governor McDonald today regard
ing his trip to Santa Cruz in an auto
Saturday wiHi Mr. Conway, Filadelfip If opej Her Statement, Made Pullle,
Baca, City Superintendent Wagner,
will Help Other Wosaea.
Dr. Brown, i'.lr.jand Mrs, Bennett and
Miss Benne't. The party was entertained at dinner by Father Haelter-ma- n
Hlnes, A!a. "I must confess", says
and Alfred" Lucero. They also Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
o
held an interesting session at
a great deal of good.
and had a very pleasant day's
Before I commenced using CarduL I
trip.
would spit up everything I ate. 1 had a
I
After Poisonous Weeds
tired, sleepy feeling ail the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular.
The department Qf agriculture is and
would have severe headaches coneliminate
catto
the
to
trying
danger
tinuously.
tle from poisonous plants on national
Since taking Carduf, I have entirely
forest ranges in New Mexico. Of quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
these plants, larkspur loco weed. seems to digest all right, and 1 have
10 pounds in weight."
death camas and water hemlock are gained
:
If you are a victim of any of the numer
the most poisonous. Larkspur does ous ills so common to your sex, it is
HOWARD ROUSE
the most harm, because it is so widely wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been resou Howard was 15 months old last distributed and is parUcularly bad for
lieving just such ills, as is
by the
April, but he was sick with bowel trou cattle. Ordinarily, horses will not eat thousands of letters, similar proven
to the above,
withand
can
eat
it
larkspur,
suffered
sheep
ble from birth and
intensely,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Since Mrs. Rouse has been giving him out apparent injury
Cardui is successful because it is comTaxes Received
posed of ingredients which act specifically
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin all trou
Taxes received to date are as fol- on the womanly constitution, and helps
ble has disappeared and the boy is
build
lows:
San Miguel county, 1910 and and the weakened organs back to health
becoming robust.
strength.
1912,
Cardui has helped others, and will help
Thousands keep Dr. Caldwell's Sy prior, $13.93; 1911, $19.24;
1913,
$70,848.63.
You
you, too. Get a bottle today.
rup Pepsin constantly Jn the house, $977.66;
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it
No Convicts Escape
for every member pf the family can
Several Santa Feans who were out
Write to! CtiattmoaMnllclne Cm.. IjirtLV Ad.
use it from infancy to old age. The
motoring yesterday grew excited at vlsory Dept.,on Ch(tnooga, Te'nn, for Special
and

"
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Santa Fe, March 17. State Game
Warden T. C. De Baca .was much
pleased today to receive a letter from
C. W. Lewis at Carlsbad, stating that
a rod and gun club has been organized
at Carlsbad and Its members will pro
tect game. Similar clubs have been
formed at Springer, Albuquerque, Tu- cumcari, Raton and Las Vegas. The
Southwestern Sportsmen's association
was formed some time ago at Silver
City, and a similar movement is on
In San Juan county. The gam a warden is anxious to see clubs formed in
every town of New Mexico to' assist
him in game protection.
Beaver Case Dismissed
Mr. Baca has received word that
the case against Francisco Lopez,
charged with having a dead beaver
in his possession, was dismicsfd at
Elephant Butte dam Saturday. Lopez,
was arrested by R. G. Putnam on
March 7. The evidence showed that
Lopez had seen the beaver floating in
the water and had removed it The
law is very strict about buying, selling or even keeping beavers, ia cae's
possession.
Governor Much Pleased
VI am much ploaeetl with-thrural
school conditions I found and vhkh
1 attribute
largely to the c ntluisiasm

the appearance of the penitentiary
bloodhounds which were taking an
outing. The reports were at, once
spread that two! convicts had escaped,
but these reports were denied by the
penitentiary officials today. "We had
the dogs out for their regular Sunday
trip," they said.
Department En Route
''The department of public instruc
tion ia traveling," said Chief Clerk
Rupert F. Asplund this morning. "Superintendent White la in Bernalillo
county; (AiSslistant; Superintendent
Baca is in Torrance county and Miss
Manette Myers is making a tour of
towns on the Santa F railway to
Albuquerque.
They are all on school
inspection work."
Mr. White is inspecting Bernalillo
county schools with County School
Superintendent A. Montoya. Mr. Baca
is touring Torrance county with County School Superintendent C. L. Burt.
Notary Public Appointed
Governor W. C. McDonald has ap
pointed Frank A. Coon of Lordsburg,
Grant county, a notary public.
State College Report Expected
Governor McDonald said this after
noon he had not received, the report
of Registrar Guilfoil of the state col
lege, said by a Las Cruces paper to
have been forwarded. This report is
said to be the first balance sheet state
ment ever presented by any state or
territorial Institution in New. Mexico.
The report prepared by Mr. Guilfoil,
says the Rio Grande Republican, is
very exhaustive, comprises 60 pages
of schedules and statements In sup
port of the balance sheet, and shows
the sources of all revenues, and all
expenditures by accounts and funds
so arranged that the layman may de
termine for himself the . condition of
every department of the institution
and the expenditure of all moneys
for every purpose.
In addition, the report contains a
detailed inventory of all property be
longing to or connected with the college, including all the endowed state
lands, and finally a comprehensive

your case and
book, "Mama
treatment for women," atnt io plain wrapper. NCIO)

statement of the value of all assets,
giving concisely the net worth of the
Institution.
1,913 Auto Licenses.
The returns In the office of the secretary of state ehow 1,918 auto licenses issued as against 1,S98 at this
time last year.
Senecal Is Workinq
A. A. Senecal, formerly of the internal revenue collector's office, and
recently appointed deputy clerk of
the United States district court, began work; today in the office of Harry
Lee.
WHEN YOU'RE SICK
YOUR WAGES STOP
You know what that means misery

debt:

hills

worry-pbi- g

You know you can't affrd to get
sick. Keeping in good health means
food and clothing for you and your
family. It is up to you to take care
of yourself. It is up to you, whenever
you don't feel right, to take something
to make you right, to strengthen you,
build you up, ward off worse sickness

protect you and your family. That
tiling we have in Rexall Olive Oil
Emulsion. In offering it to you, we
protect you against money ilsk, by personally promising you that, if it does
not restore your health, we will give
back your money without word
or
question. We believe it is the best
builder of health, energy and strength
you can get It is helping many of
your neighbors. If it don't help you,
wo will give hack your money.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is compos
ed principally of pure Olive Oil and
the Hypophosphites. Each has long
been endorsed hy successful physi
cians. Here they are for the first time
combined.
The result Is a remarkable nerve, blood and strength-buildinremedy that is both food and medicine.
For all who are nervous, rundown and
debilitated no matter what the cause;
for old people; for convalescents; for
puny children, we know cf nothing
that will give health and strength as
quickly as Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion.
It is a real builder of good blood,
strong muscles, good digestion. Pleasant to take, it contains no alcohol,
GOULD 11
LIVE or
drugs. If you don't
feel well, economize both money and
by beginning today to take
Restored to Health by Lydia strength
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion. Sold only
E. Pinkham' Vegetable
at the Rexall Stores, and in this town
only by us. $1.09. E. O. Murphey,
Compound.
corner Sixth and Douglas streets, East
Unionville, Mo. "I suffered from a Las Vega3, N. M. Adv..
female trouble and I got so weak that I
could hardly walk
NEBRASKA D. A. R.
across the floor withFaiitury, Neb., March 17, Falrbury
out holding on to
I had is entertaining for three days the ansomething.
nervous Bpells and nual conference of the Nebraska chapmy fingers would ters of the Daughters of the, American
cramp and my face Revolution. Many prominent women
would draw, and I from
cities and towns throughout the
could not speak, nor
state are In attendance.
to
do
any good,
sleep
had no appetite, and
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
everyone thought I
would not live.
Mothers who value their own com
Some one advised me to take Lydia E. fort and the
welfare of their children,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I had
never
should
be without, a bos of
taken so much medicine and my doctor
said he could do me no good so I told my Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
husband he might get me a bottle and 1 Children, for use throughout the seawould try it By the time I had taken son. .They break up colds, relieve
it I felt better. I continued its use.and feverishness, constipation, teething
now I am well and strong.
headache and stomach
"I have always recommended your disorders,
tdoubles. Used by mothers for 21
medicine ever since I was so wonderyears; 'TIiEj33 POWDERS NEVEIt
fully benefitted by it and I hope this
letter will be th means of saving soma FAIL." Sold ly ail drug stores, 25c
other poor woman from suffering."
Don'jt accept any substitute.
Sample
Mrs, Martha Beavey, Box 1144, mailed FREE. Address, Alien
g.
g

The following iB from the Tucson,
(Ariz.), Citizen regarding the Four Ar- tists, who will appear at the Duncan
opera house under the auspices of the
Y. M. C. A., Wednesday, March 18:
"The recital given at the opera house
last night iby the Four Artist, being
tho final number of the university
course, was a rare treat. The opera
house was only a little more than half
filled, "but what the audience lacked in.
in numhers they made up in enthusiasm and the members of the company well deserved the applause they
received, and were very good about
responding to encores.
"The company consists of Mr. Frara,
pianist and accompanist; Mr. Reuter,
violinist; Madame Ringsdorff, soprano,
and Mr, Klckbush, baritone. Probably
the most accomplished of the four is
Mr. Kickbush, although the others
were most excellent and would be an
attraction In themselves in concert.
Mr. Reuter scored the best in his own
selections. Some idea of the enthusiasm with which he was received may
be gained from the fact that he was
compelled to respond to four encores
when he first appeared.
"The work of Mr. rram at the piano
was superb.
His accompaniments
were faultlessly executed and added
greatly to all the numbers
'Aiaaam iimgsaortr ha3 a fine so
prano voice and although suffering
from a cold her numbers were beautl
fully rendered. Particularly was the
Aria from Madam Butterfly pleasing
for she related the story of the opera
before the selection.
"Mr. Kickbush, the baritone, has a
voice of great volume and wonderful
tone. He sang first the prologue from
Pagllaccl, Leoncavallo's famous opera.
He rendered this selection in English,
which gave his hearers an excellent
conception of the prologue and its purpose. He sang as an encore "Baby
Dear," with great feeling. His "Sail
or Song" was exceptionally well rendered.
"The University course has brought
to Tucson some most excellent attractions, of which the Four Artists was
undoubtedly the best."
Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
'ery young and for elderly people,
iroup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and
ineumonia are to be1 feared and avoid-d- .
Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
amily medicine that will quickly stop
i cough, check the progress of a coid
nd relieve Inflamed and congested
'r passages. It Is safe, pure ana always reliable, o. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Mayor Chapman of Fillia, Kansni.
courteously nays he will artnw.-- h r
lettora written him relative to ins truly:
marvelous care of ekin troubla wuii
the IV. I). T. Prescription.
"I thintr
Mayor1 etiapmun writes:
ho I suflered last winter, how I cotilfl
do no work. I was covered with terrible blotches, sometimes weeping: water, sometimes worse, blotches porr,,!-tim10 Inches In diameter. FKATir VI.
ITCHING. It was only awiaentaSly
that I learned of the famous spemtli
l. D. D. I write this In all gruutut3
for what D. I). D. has done for me"
Results from the use of I. D. IX
are immediate.
The first, soft, cool
touch and the Itch Is pone!
Pimples, rash ps, dandruff, disappear
over niKlit. Hard crusts and bcaie.9,
raw scorchine sores, salt rheum,
no form of skin disease resists.tetter,
All drusfrista have this famous
' .;
Specific on hand.
Jf you will come to un we. will eel?
the
first
you
bottle on the gunr-ante
that It will reach your case or vour
money refunded. You alone to jiidK-eAsk also about D. D. D. Skiti Soap, best
for tender skin.
K. D. GOODALL.
es
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BRIBERY

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
bs.
Lucas County,
. Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ba
is senior partner of tne firm cf F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business ia the
City of Toledo, county and State afore
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS f
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use off
I
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK. J. CKENS.T. t
Sworn to before me and subscribed!
In my presence, this 6th day of Do ten
ber, A. D. 1S86.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary IV.i.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken in fir
nally and acts directly upon the Wooc
and mucous surfaces of tho tysteii
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tokdo, O
Sold by all drusrsrists. 75a.
Take Hall's Family Pills for corr'.
pation.
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HEARINGS

Oklahoma City, Okla., March 17.- "Dynamite Ed" Perry and P. If.
Weathers were given a preliminary
hearing in court today on a charge
of attempted bribery. The two are
accused of offering the state capitol
commission a $15,000 bribe in connetv,
tion with the letting of the contract
for building plans.

Wife in the country ?
All alone in the house?
Caught in the rain last night?
th
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k
I don't care.
An ironing board, a damp doth
of the electric switch and in 5 ;
trousers look I'.kc nrvc.
1
Ar i when my r.": f " s '
to pet her an Electric PercoLtor, :
--

BOSTON

Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It is a powerful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 2r.c, 50oand $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
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DAY

Boston, March 17. With a parade
and a program of speech making Boaton today held its annual celebration.
of Evacuation day, In commemoratioa
of the withdrawal of the British
troops from the city during the revolution.
The celebration centered, in
South Boston, from whose shorea
the 12,000 "red coats" under General
Wilkinson took their final departure
on March 17, 177&,
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Unionville,
Olmsted, Lo Roy, N. Y. Adv.
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NEXT NUMBER ON THE Y. M. C. A.
LECTURE COURSE IS WELL
RECOMMENDED

THOUGHT S!l!
OT

r

LAS VEGAS DAILY OI'TIC,

If

were it not that he is rabid on th
subject of free tolls for American
coastwise vessels and is trying to
make capital wherever possible.
o
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Publiahert by
OPTIC PUBLISHING

CITIZENS MUST
DO" THEIR

THE TKUTII ABOUT "POISON EIV NEED L US"

CO.

PIT

(lacorponted.)

Popular beliefs on scientific subjects
apparently run in waves. Many will
.Editor. remember
CI ft, PADGETT..
the, interest, in hypnotism WARD SAYS THEY MUST HELP IN
which followed the publication of
LAW ENFORCEMENT AND
RACE BETTERMENT
Trilby". Svengall with his "hypnotic eye" at once became a real and
possible personage in the public iwagr . District Attorney Charles W. G.
The newspapers' were full .of Ward, today sent the following comination.'
Ka'tofcd At the postoffice at East
stories
of
girls and women who had munication to The Optic:
New
for
truuh
Mexico,
fcjw Vegas,
"To the Editor of The Optic.
through the United Stats suddenly been fixed and paralyiiedfW'j
fcj8l
"Sir: District Attorney Whitman
some
of
gaze
the
mysterious
hypnotic
second
matter.
class
i.4i.: m
and of New York, speaking at a convenstranger with piercing black-ey- es
vho had been compelled 'by his will tion at New Haven last week, as re'TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
to Jo fantastic acts which they were ported by the Associated Pressv said:
t
Daily, by Carrlar
powerless to prevent, fiction writers The strong demand of the new Boclal
1 .05 tooK
C Copy
up the idea, and stories center- citizenship Is that each should do h'is
05
t3n Week
toing around hynotic influence became part, as measured by his power,
.65
Cn Month
common. It was used as a plea In ward the betterment of social condi7.50
Ca Year
criminal cases, various culprits alleg- tions and the condition of living in
Daily, by Mall
our country, toward its security and
ing that tbey had been hynotized and
$8.00
Ci rear (In advance)
will to per defense and maintenance of governtheir
compelled
against
8.00
CSx Most ha (in advance)
form unlawful acts. All this occurred ment, that all shall assist and not ob
7.60
One Tear (in arrears)
in spite of the fact, frequently stated struct the government 1q its efforts
S.7S
fiSx Months (in arrears)
and known by every scientific man, to promote the order 'and morals of
that the limitations. .of hypnotism are society, to eliminate privilege-, to proWEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
definite and weU. recognized, that no tect labor and to strengthen the race
GROWER
person can, be shypnotlied unknowing- by proper provision for its health.
The; first essential in the making of
.
12.00
Es Tear
ly or against his will, and that few
i
- 1.00 persons 4fca, so Susceptible as to be the social citizen is the quickening:
3x iMoaths
of the Individual sense of responsahife-ifccapable of being compelled to perform
for the general welfare. The great
acts beyond their own volition and
' (Cash In Advance for Mall
j
of statesmanship in this
problem
i
knowledge.
Subscriptions)
country In the next decade will be to
or
draft
Another
which
fiction
later
money
check;
ess2t by
popular
make a Bane: and efficient response to
re.j. If een otiemrlse we wIU not on took the place of hypnotism was that demand.
ft
wwnsible for Joes.
that of Instantaneous
anesthesia
'Goverupr-Baldwiof Connecticut,
tTtmimea copies free on Application. Stories appeared to. the newspapers of
speaking,- on the same topic, 'Social
haA-ee.
women who
accosted by
Citizenship,' at the same meeting,
pretext, dwelt upon the
AT strangers and, under-soSOU. "APERJl DISCONTINUED
opportunities of the
had permitted a cloth or a handker-chie- f school and
EXPIRATION OF TIME
the church, and was esto
'be pressed momentarily over
PAID FOR
pecially commendatory of the work
their mouth and nose.' immediate un- done in the
making of social citizens
'
consciousness was said to have folCatholic church, through
Roman
the
by
Advertisers are guaranteed the lowed,
resulting in a period of
its Holy Name society.
fitasest dally and weekly circulation
Irresponsibility, varying
"Rev. Father Murphy of Dalhart,
nt any newspaper In northern New from a few minutes to hours or even
Tex., the eminent Catholic orator,
f Mexico.
H
Chloroform sprayed into an Who assisted so
days.
ably in the recent
open window by means of an atomizer, successful fight against the rural B&- anesthetics tied to a rag on the end loou in Dona Ana county, in a recent
TELEPHONES
....Main 2 of a pole and thrown into a bedrom. address, urged upon his hearers the
business Office
.. . ... ...Main I instant unconsciousness following the absolute necessity of bringing home
Wewi Department
administration of drugs unknown to to the individual his responsibility to
physicians and pharmacists, were the demands of good citizenship and
TUESDAY. MARCH IT, 1914.
some of the variations of this idea. his duty to his neighbor.
In the minds of physicians and nurses
"The other day In a hotel in Mora
It would be. Interesting to, know who see every day the administration I picked up a copy of a Jewish paper,
liow mary of the people wearing green of anesthetics, such stories only excite I believe it was called rhe Jewish
have Irish blood in their veins. mirth. Any one who knows the diffi- World, and read a scholarly and conIN'ot that they are not to be commen- culty and labor of securing unconsci vincing address by an eminent rabbi,
ded, however, for helping the genine ousness through the use of anesthe I think the name was Freudenthal, on
Irish celebrate.
tics, even under the most favorable the same subject. After referring to
conditions and with every possible the number among the young of his
;
means of restraining and controlling people had been caught in District
CALLI.N 1 PAG E TO AC'CO VST
the patient, knows how absurd such Attorney Whitman's drag net, to the
Rosenthal exposures, the cadet busistories are.
Senator Chamberlain Is suffering
A latter-davariation of these popu- ness and the host of newcomers who
levies of inind because of some al lar beliefs, says The Journal of the were falling a prey to Intemperance
leged "pleasantries'' Indulged in by American Medical Association, may and other evils, he urged as a remedy
.Ambassador Page recently In London, be found in the
"poisoned needle' that all the forces ol this country
says the Kansas City Journal. The stories which have been going the that make for decency and law en'head and front of the ambassador's of- rounds of the
press recently. A wom forcement and the development of
fending seems to be that he expressed an goes to a moving picture theater, good citizenship should earnestly colie opinion before the Associated enters a crowded elevator, a street operate for the development of a
Chambers of Commerce of London car, or elevated
train, or is caught In healthier and saner public sentiment,
that Great Britain would profit most the press of a crowd. Suddenly she and the preparation of the individual
froai the Panama canal, and that the sees, close beside her, our old friend for citizenship.
Monroe doctrine means merely that the
"Last summer in Boston I heart
with the
"mysterious
the United States "would prefer that piercing black eyesstranger,"
and the compelling similar views expressed at a public
.no European governments would gain
manner. At the same time, she feels meeting held under the auspices of a
snore Jand in the new world." Both of a
B'Xai B'Rith eociety. A visiting New
sting and knows that she has been
which statements are essentially cor- stabbed
York
rabbi earnestly sought to imwith a poisoned needle. She
rect, although It might have been di- immediately becomes unconscious, daz press upon the big meeting, represent.
ing many beliefs, in aJmost the words
plomatically better not to have made ed
used
them.
by Mr. "Whitman, the importance
period of time, durins which she ex of
the sense of individual
Creat Britain will profit most from
awakening
a
nunfljer'Tjf marvelous ad
periences
to
the general welfare.
responsibility
tne Fannma canal simply because ventures or hairbreadth, escapes.
I need, not have quoted so copious
Creat Britain is the greatest maritime
Tt is not possible to say that
no
and Intelligent
$ower. The United States does not woman was ever without her know- ly. Everg thoughtful
person, who. Is at all famillaf,awSth
subsidize its merchant marine as does ledge given
hypodermicaily
3reat Britain nor does ft protect its which produces- - unconsciousness. It the drift ;of current events, realizes
that a tremendous problem is facing
chipping Interests in ill corners of can, however, be said very positively
and that
the globe as does Great Britain. For that there is no drug known to scien- the people of this country
But I
solution.
demands
it
epeedy
very American mercantile vessel that tific menwhich could be administered wish
to emphasize that all of the reare
seas
there
the
fifty in the manner or which would proplies
probably
and civic forces
that fly tie union jaeK. Why should duce the effect described In recent ligious; educational
to the
are
.thla
awakening
country
or
any other newspaper reports.
ot; the Panama canal
and menace of this prob
fjrfousnese
vast, marine improvement be of greaOne of tha law v
f'ria is that lem and are beginning earnestly to
ter benefit to Great Britain than to when any peculiar j.u..;..omenon is reIt is too great to be solv
the United States?
ported, similar Instances immediately ed by men or by wwn&nby Catholics
Ambassador Page was also right In appear throughout the country. We or
Protestants, by; .Tews pr ty
aying that the Monroe doctrine may now expect a spring crop of maga
. socialists,
ptpha-itionistmeans we woiiM prefer that, no Euro-- zine stories and popular novels based
EunouiuSLS or meorisis oi any &iuu.
iwan governments acquire more terri on the poisoned needle as a motive.
involves the jnSiLts.of labor and of
tory in the new world. That was ex Scientifically, the thing is as ridicul capital, tne noie jprowem oi earnactly what President Monroe meant ia ous ana impossible as hypnotisms o; ing and taxation, the making and enTiU famous-messagto ..congress, mdjan unwilllo subject or instantaneous forcement of proper federal and
that is the construction which has anesthesia. Popular beliefs travel In state municipal laws, and it involves
twen put upon that historic document waves, and hysteric and exlcted Imaz-l- the health and moral well
being of
every president since his time, Hp inations help them along. The history our people.
to a year ago. Knowing that Presl-jo- f
"The proper solution according to
popular delusions, from Salem
vni Wilson holds a different Idea ef witchcraft to present day vagaries. Is eminent thinkers quoted, roust depend
t..f,f Jtonroe doctrine than his predeces-- . full of such
anocs..
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quickening of the individual sense of
responsibility to the general welfare,
"I have quoted various extracts
from the addresses and writings of
great speakers and thinkers. With
one execption I obtained them all
from the public press; and it is after
all to the press we must look as the
only efficacious a?enev for the carry
ing on of any grea. movement. It la
not only that whenever we "are able
to secure through the public press a
frank, free and feur'ess discussion of
any subject of public import that we
may eventually be certain of reaching
correct conclusions, but also that gen
eral interest will be aroused which
can be awakened-Ino other way.
Publio opinion, great sermons, street
corner arguments, cannot complete
with the daily paper In scope and
strength of influence.
"Therefore I have been pleased to
note that fllnoe aj movement waa in
augurated several months ago by Dr.
Jacob Landau, a few weeks after he
arrived in the city, for the discussion
of questions bearing on the general
welfare, through a public forum and
continued in one form or another
through various agenjies, all having
the announced purpose of promoting
discussion of our laws and social conditions and of reaching, If possible,
the proper conception of the duty of
the individual toward his community
and his state, you have given the sul
jejit.jtha fullest pubtlcity.. Your attitude ,,has helped very materially In
sustaining and extending the opinion
that is forming in the minds of the
citizens" of this new 6tate that not In
legislatures and Jawg not in theories
and fads, not in parfiesor creeds, not
even In schools e
flurches, rests
the determination , of those questions
that most closely involve the vital
poinf s, but In the hearts and minds of
the indivdual. Somehow and right
c
must be
speedily the Individual
brought to a proper conception of h!s
individual responsibility to the general welfare.
.
"There has been gome needless antagonism since the awakening has
manifested itself in Las Vegas, owing
t
doubtless to misconception on
of one of another's motives, but the
underlying principle of every public
utterance and public meeting devoted
to general welfare topics, whether the
discussion lias been the temperance
question, the enforcement of our laws,
tax reform or 'What is the matted With
Las Vegas?' has been the evolution
of the social citizen and the relation
of the individual to the public.
"I believe the most urgent duty of
all who are awakening to the call
that is being heard ' throughout the
nation, as far as the great problem
involves this state, fs to
in insuring a really good common
school training in the English language for the pupils of the rural
schools, and the elimination of the
saloon from the country districts. Also
I believe we should repeal certain un
enforceable laws, and that there is a
crying and immediate demand for the
rf certain other. My
enactment
neighbor agriaes with me in some, particulars, but has other views1 which
he considers of prime Importance. So
we find It everywhere. What's the
answer? Get togetner and discuss
rationally and Intelligently the whole
topic of social citizenship. Write
about it, talk about it and especially;
of the newspaget the
pers.
..
"I have long felt the laeko? an
V-..

the-par-

.

ec----

.

.:

:

8:.ln

timent in this community. The ordi
nary individual has been so assiduously engaged in the pursuit of the
elusive and almighty dollar that he
hasn't had a gpare OiiuUle Uo think of
the general weifard?u,rheV sentiment
bis apparently been different in the
edunt jy:. districts. I Jiave received
such a host of letters from the people
of! the country communities that a
couple of years ago I began, discussing questions relating to the interpretation and enforcement of our laws
and to educational and social citizenship topics through the Spanish papers of the counties composing the
district. Since there seems to oe an
awakening" jnj Las Vega? that promises fairly to be, permanent, I will ask'
your indulgence to continue a discus-sio- n
through a ehort series of brief
letters of the social citizenship problem as it presents Itself to me in relation to the general welfare of the
people of this state.
"CHARLES W. G. WARD."
WELSH-RIVER-
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17. Freddie
the British lightweight, and
Joe Rivers of Los Angeles were prebattle
pared today for their
at Vernon arena at 3:3i o'clock this
afternoon. Both men wf'.T'-'-ia at
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DREYFUSS IS EETTs
w.-.ifDenver Man
17
fuss, the loan an? ti
rise bro- at
who shot himself
e view- - the hour set tor his trial en cbor-o- s
of forgery, was reported ranch Iw.cpo
ctt the ed today, physicians thin' he wi";l re-cer.
ne, the

!"
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DENVER CELEBRATES
Denver,; March 11 St. Patrick's
.

day was celebrated here with a series
of festivities which began early In the
day and were to, continue well Into

the night.

After solemn high mass

at the Immaculate

Conception

cathed-

ral, there was a parade through the
business district, participated in by
numerous organizations and civic
bodies. A iball will be given at the
Municipal auditorium tonight.
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YC13 WATCH GUARANTEE

t

Our,.endorsement of a watch certifies that It; is the best watch value
ohtainableJjt)r the price, and carries
with. it. our Interest In the perform;
anceheJn the wearer's possession.
"

BIGANO DEFEATS

No MSm'ii carried by us that
does'ftot 'bear critical inspection that
experience as watch
.mahy''years
makers1 ecarjles us to! give. - '

CHINESE TROOPS

f

WOLF SHOWS HE IS OF
SUPERIOR ABILITY TO REG-

WHITE

You myotffiy 'watches with our en-dorsemeot and guarantee upwards
i

ULAR ARMY MEN

from

$5,00.3.
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WATCHES SOLO ON
EASY MO'NTHLY PAYMENTS

Poking, March 17. The government
troops at King Thee Kwan in the province of Ho Han; were defeated today
TAUFERT
by a force of brigands under the notorious "White Wolf."
JEWELER
These same brigands recently loot'
A. T. & S. F. Watch Inspector
ed and burned La6 Ho Kow in the
province of Hu Pen killing Dr. T.
Froyland, a Norwegian! missionary,
and wounding the Revv O. M, Rama,
another Norwegian., Fifteen, hundred
of the Chinese inhabitants of Lao Ho
Kcjw'were killed and 400 others were
tortweti "In an effort to force them
at
net decline to e shade ad
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE,
to! disclose hidden treasures. The bri
17. The cumula- vance.
March
New
York,
gands are now threatening Sian Pu,
Favorable crop reports from Argen-tive effect of persistent buying on recapital of the state of Shen St.
cent recessions was apparent In. the uua icuucu i.u uiaivc uuiu too;.
stock market today. Failure to un- market opened a shade lower to
settle the list by concerted pressure on cent up and then sagged all around.
ciiccnincTTCt-nfiii-T
Haven and! Kansas end Texas The close was firm VBV to above
ui New
issues revealed the strong technical last night.
an
Oats showed weakness, owing to the
AN UNEXPECTED STUNT position of the market and gave
opportunity for a squeeze of shorts. setback in other grain and because of
After a listless beginning, the market the large stocks in sight, especially
Canadian.
AND gradually gathered strength, becoming
SURPRISE KING GEORGE
Lower prices for hogs put a handion
more
the
active
Buying
upturn.
.
AT-MARY
WHEN THEY
QUEEN
of
was
reports
pending cap on provisions. The downward
promoted by
TEND THEATER
favorable developments in the Mexrcan .changes in quotations, though, were
while they apparent- not of a radical sort. The closing
London, March 17. Militant suffrag- situation, which,
no
authentic
had
origin, influenced sales were as follows:
ettes contributed an extra and re- ly
was a good j' Wheat, May 93; July
There
widely.
trading
hearsed ''turn" to the program given
Corn. May 68: July .57'A.
before King George and Queen Mary absorption of many railroad shares,
Bonds
investment
with
Oats, May 39; July 39.
ratings.
high
at a music hall performance today in
were irregular.
Pork, May $21.62; July $21.57.
aid of a hospital.
The market closed steady. HeaviLard, May $10.80; July $11.
During the singing of the national
ttihs Mnv J11.R21A: .Tulv $11.65.
a
ness
few
of
particularly
specialties,
anthem a shower of militant suffragaffected
and
Rubber
Westinghouse,
ette pamphlets fluttered from the galKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the general list slightly in the final
lery above the royal box. Some of
Kansas City, March 17 Hogs, rethe papers floated into the box and dealings. The last sales were:
74
ceipts 14,000. Market steady. Bulk
found a lodging on the sholulders of Amalgamated Copper
101
Sugar
$8.408.65; heavy $8.60i5.75; packthe king and queen. Simultaneously
97
ers and butchers $8.508.70; lights
a woman occupying a place in the Atchison
164
Reading
$8.358.60; pigs $7.508.10.
stalls of the theater stood up and
94
Pacific
Southern
Cattle, receipts 7,500. Market steady
pointing a finger at the royal party,
to strong. Prime fed steers $8.60
.......
Union
Pacific
.....r.158
shouted:
.. 64 9.35; dressed beef steers $7.508.50;
"Your majesties, Mrs. Pankhurst Is United States Steel
110
western steers $78.70; southern
United
States Steel, pd..
"
in prison. I therefore
steers $6.408.30; cows $4.507.75;
The woman was unable to proceed
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
heifers $6.759; stoekers and feeders
further with her speech, aa a detective
calves
Chicago, March 17. Wheat took a $6.508.15; bulls $G7.50;
clapped his hand over her mouth and
of
downward
bend
account
on
$6.5010.25.
today
she was escorted from the theater.
light rains at a few points in Kansas.
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steady
to 10 cents lower. Lambs $77.50;
Opening prices were a shade to
lower, and there was additional sub- yearlings $6.257; wethers $5.50
FGIIAKER SPEAKS FOR
sequent decline. The close was firm 6.15; ewes $5.?55.85.
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THE TOLLS EXEMPTION

F" V I

FORMER SENATOR SAYS UNITED
: e
6TAT.ES WILL BE LOSER
WITHOUT IT
Cleveland, March 17. In speaking
against the proposed bill to repeal the
act granting exemption from the Pan
ama tolls to American coastwise ship
ping, former Senator Joseph B. For- aker, before the chamber of com
merce here, went Into an exhauMtfve
review- of ttlF'tfimomatie
acta nM
numerous comments thereon which
concerned the Panama canal 'since
Clayton-Bulwe- r
ie original
treaty.
The greater part of his address was
devoted to the existing
f0t8'reaty. He coc'endM that noth
ing prohibited, congress from exempt
ing American coastwise shipping from
canal tolls. Mr. Foraker aid in cart- "If we favor our coastwise shipping, with which no foreign shipping
can compete, of course no such favor
can be allowed to our ehlps engaged
ja foreign trad4 and as a result no
advantage whatever - arises to our
shipping of an class out' of this great
national wdriV the "erection of the
Panama canal.- On the other hand
the exercise of this right to show
favor to European ships in the use
of our own property would go far toward obviating the necessity of re
sorting to subsides, against which
there is so much prejudice.
"The dispatches from Washintrton
tell of the expediture of many thousands of dollars in support of a prop
aganda started by the Carnegie endowment for International peace io
help secure repeal of the exemption
act ia the iatcrest of International
peace.' Tl2.!s ia s.a even greater blander than the .policy of watchful wait
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EVELOPMEN
Generally, true style changes rather slowly
showing a gradual development from one season

to the next.
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Hay-Paunc-
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Owing , to several well

defined primary
causes the styles for Spring 1914 differ radically
from those of any previous season.
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"Both alike may be postponed, but
neither can permanently prevent a
Neither policy
rightful settlement.
ecnreg peace; both threaten war
men win not euhmft to injustice,
neither will BaCloas,"
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PERSONALS
W. V$ Tipton of Watrous was a
business" visitor here today,
C. W. Hoggard of Oklahoma City,

was

a business visitor here tiday.

Atkinson of Chicago was a commercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
G. W. Bite is home from Kansas
City, where he has been for the past
two weeks on a visit.
Noel Sperry of Santa Fe was a
business visitor In Las Vega3 today.
He came in last night.
Mrs. W. H. Salisbury of Wagon
Mound, arrived In the city last night
V'S
for a brief shopping visit.
A. I Redman came in yesterday
evening from Albuquerque for a short
'business visit in this city.
B R. McBride came In last night
from Albuquerque and Will be a
ness visitor here for the next few
G.

iay.

representing the
Pullman company agency of
qnerque, was a; business visitor here
today.
M. O. Culton, traveling passenger
agent for the Eriei Railway company
lines, was a (business visitor In Las
Vegas today.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of this
division of the Santa Fe railway, left
last night for Trinidad on a short
V
business visit
E. M. Hixenbaugh of Ocate was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. Htxehbaugb. la a well known resident of Ocate.
Max' Brown of Milwaukee, Wis., arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a business visitor here for the
next few days.
William N. Frank, Jr., of Holland,
N. M., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and will visit his parents for the

Ernest

Adams,

next

sevteral days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haskell and

;

-

daughter are expected to return to
Las Vegas this week from California,
where they have been visiting.
William Belsty left this evening for
his home In Chicago, where he will
remain. He has been a resident of
Las Vegas for the past several
months.
Mrs. Fred Anton left today for her
home at Hurley after having been a
visitor here for the past several weeks
Mrs. Anton has been visiting her
father, Mr. T. W. Hayward.
Mrs. Juliana L. De Lujan, accompanied by Miss Domingita Lujan of
Holland, N. M., came in last night and
left today for Santa Fe, where she
wilB Visit friends for several days.
W. T. Dufur of Aztec arrived In Las
Vegas last night and was a business
visitor here today. He Is the county
sheriff of San Juan county and was
here on business relative to his po
sition.
Mrs. Robert Banks and baby son
of Denver, are here fori a visit with
Mrs. Banks' parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
G. Coors, during the next several
weeks. Mrs. Banks formerly was
Miss Mary Coors.
Mr, and Mrs. H. J. Hammond of
Clayton, who have been visiting In
Las Vegas for the past several days,
left today for their home. Mr. Hammond is the president of the First
National bank of Clayton.
Henry Shaw, eon of Dr. and Mrs.
E. B. Shaw, arrived In Las Vegas this
week from Iola, Kas., and will visit
here with his parents for the nlext
two weeks.' Mr. Shaw Is now employed by a large iron and cement
firm of Iola, Kas.

Mrs. F. L Myers
returned last
night from Wichita, Kas., where she
has been for the past two weeks vis
iting friends and relatives. Mrs. Myers
was accompanied to Wichita by her
daughter. Miss Lucy Myers, who will
remain at that place for the next sev;
eral months.
i
J. W, Johnoon and H. Morgan, two
engineers 'connected with, tb.3 state
engineer's office at Santa Fe, arrived. In Las: yegasljiast night and left
this morning for Watrous on a shoil
Ki,trtnAss'H'isit:u Thev will visit Mora
'
tomorrow "and Mater return to Santa
The'6fficial3cWill
select sites for
Fe.
several brljlgep. oV)
u
Wf).1J(f'JftW,WP ana son,
Mich., arrived
Johnston,
in Las Vegas, laatlght from the Val-lay ranch, and will remain here for
tiine?b& account of Illness of
,anm
the senior to.' Johnston. They are
Mexico to their
returning frota-Nehome in jgjitroit ajid have been stopValley ranch for the past
ping at-ttseveral months.
Cecil',. Boucher, a well known Las
Vegas young man wo nas been a resident of Las Vegas practically all his
life and is prominent in local society
circles, left this afternoon for Dayton,
O., where he will locate. Mr.. Boucher
architect's office
expects" to "op'en,
at that place.": He has lately been em
ployed as manager of the C. D. Bou
cher grocery. A number of Mr.
friends were, at the depot to
bid him farewell.
G. It: Caritw'ell, !a wiell known representative 'for a 'Colorado hardware
house; was "a business 'Visitor in Las
Vegas today)' 'Mr, Cantwell expressed
himself to a local furniture dealer
this morning- to the effect that business conditions in Las Vegas are better than those in any other part of
the state. Mr. Cantwell stated that
business was fairly good in other
parts of the state, but that the general run of commercial men who visit
Las Vegas find that conditions here
prdVe surprisingly satisfactory.
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CONVICTED IRON WORKERS MAKE
TO DEPARTMENT
APPEAL
'
OF JUSTICE

.

LUM

As a part of the program of im
provement begun toy the Agua Pura
company several years ago with the
building of the Peterson storage re
servoir, that corporation is now engaged in putting a cement lining In Its
storage basin just north of the New
Mexico Hospital, for. the Insane. In
company with Stephen. Powers, manager for the Agua Pura company, a
representative 'of The Optic yesterday
visited the reservoir to watch the
workmen at their task.
This reservoir Is used primarily as a
pressure regulator, though it acts as
a supplement to the Peterson reservoir
in the' storage of clear water during
seasons when the Gallinas river is
muddy.
During the past few years
the reservoir, which was lined solely
with a layer of gravel and stone, has
been,leakrlng, and Manager Powers de
termlned to stop the waste .an$-.tthe time put the basin In the best pos
sible condition for the handling of
pure water.
Mr. Powers has had a dam built in
the center of the reservoir, dividing
it iulfitwo basins of equal size, one
on thus north and the other on the
south. The south basin is the one
that is toeing cemented, though the
north one will be given similar treatment later. The water will be admit
ted through the north basin and car
ried, by means of a cemented canal,
to the northwest corner c.f the south
basin. In the southeast corner of this
section of the reservoir Mr. Powers Is
building a cement gatehouse, similar
4
in design to the gatehouse at the PePOLITICIANS
AND
POLITICS
terson reservoir. This will give him
entire control over the water in the
reservoir at all times.
'
Governor Hanna of North Dakota is
A cemented canal, on the floor of
a candidate for renomination.
the south basin, connects the Inlet and
Iowa prohibitionists win hold their
so that when the reserstate convention in Marshalltown, the gatehouse,
is drained, which will done yearly
voir
April 8.
Democrats of Minnesota will hold for the purpose of cleaning it, every
will be drawn out. The
a state convention in St. Paul on bit of water
arrangements are so made that the
March 31.
Vermont has decided to adopt the south basin will fill first, after which
the north one will begin to fill. Water
direct primary system.
to
always will be drawn first from the
Fred T. Dubois seeks to return
south basin.
Idaho
from
senate
the United States
The cement is bemg placed on top
n
nn an
platform."
a layer of gravel, which Is tamped
of
Massachusetts
Governor Walsh of
itno
placet by a small armp of work
to
a
sanction
to
proposal
has declined
men.
The cement is put on In a thick
increase his salary from $S,000 to $12
and
when it dries workmen go
coat,
'
000 a year.
over It with another thin coating, in
Three candidates have announced for
order to fill all
Dever
the unexpired term of the late United
son
of the manager, Is In diPowers,
Alabama.
of
Johnston
States Senator
rect charge of the'work,.-whicwill reThe choice will toe made at an elec
two
about
to
weeks
quire
complete,"
tion in May.
Republicans of Oklahoma will hold a
convention in Oklahoma City next
CS33E
month to nominate a complete state
ticket to be voted on at the approach- i
ine election.
Addison C. Harris, former United
States ambassador to Austria, Is men
tioned for the republican nomination PERKINS SAYS THE PROGRESSIVE
PARTY HAS COME TO STAY
for' United! States senator to succeed
INDEFINITELY
Senator Shively of Indiana
progressive '
Miss Marion Drake,
New York, March 17. The position
nominee for alderman In the First
of
the. New York state, progressives,
a
Is
ward of Chicago,
making vigorous
In opposition tg any coalition with
so
seat
the
occupied
for
campaign
Aa expissed in a letlong by "Bath House" John Coughlin. theepublicans,
The question, of framing new state ter signed toy George W- Perkins and
constitutions will toe "decided by the made public by the progressive state
voters of Indiana and South Dakota at committee. Mr. Perkins addressed
the regular elections to be held in the letter to Professor Frederick M,
Davenport of Hamilton college,
those states next fall.
;Accompanylng the letter Is another
Indiana republicans will meet In In
nominate flgned by O. B. Phillips, who ia act-- .
dtanapoftim April 22
state chairman during the absence
candidates for United States senator tig
offices to be filled of Theodore Douglas Robinson. Mr.
and tori
Phillips salve:
at the November election- "This puts attest all uncertainty
B.
Slemp,
"Campbell
Representative
to omt stand as,jto giving up the
as
the only republican member of Virfig'ht, as a progressive party.'' ; ,.
ginia's congressional delegation,
jSpeaklng of what he terms "the ef.that he. will not accept reno forts
of the republicans ;to worjt same
mination tin's year.'
sort of a scheme by which , there
of
B.
Willis
Frank
Representative
would be harmony .between, the rethe EiiiuUi: Ouio' district has made
publicans and the progressives this
formal announcement of his candidacy
fall," Mr. Perkins says:
for tiro republican-- nomination for gov"Every day, it seems to me, makes
ernor of Ohio this year.
It more and more plain that we are
It lB sai 3 hat Jack London, the in for a knockdown and drag-ou- t
fight
well known novelist, may seek both all
along the line. Republican leaders
nomi
the socialist and prohibitionist
fail entirely to recognize the tremon-tlounations "for governor of California.
changes that have come about in
,i been known as a so the
Londin h !
thoughts of the people as a result
cialist, but his interest in prohibition of the mighty evolution that has been
appear, to be .of recent date.
under way In recent years, and there
JohftBa3i.ett Moore, who recently is no more chance of. their old loaders
resigned his position as counselor of or old prhi"'i!o3 ever
fcelng ap
the state .lppaT"t at Wasfehirton, plicable to our people tlio a there is
is mentioned!2' a possible candidate tor a snowball to survive in
had.
on the republican ticket to mierf-r-Whenever you see any inclination to
Elihu Root In the United Slates sonata trade or dea! or sympathize wil.ii ttic
a former member of y . ' :,''. , I bo;9 you win surf it,
H. j.
the North Dakota senate, has entered Biid let us know down here 6 a that
the rftto for the republican nnminarion we can bit again
ynu hit it befor lieutenant governor of that state fore."
on a platform that endorses woman
Eiilie Burke lias
lo the roaJ
suffrage, the recall and tlie initiative
a;id rei rmlum.
in "The Laud c )'..
rOfn-Petrol-

T

Botr-cher- 's

-

,

"Anti-Mormo-

the-crac- ks.
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Grape-Nu- l
,

made of choice-- , wheat .' and'
barley, and containing all the
tissue-buildin-

strength-givin-

g,

g

,1

elements of these great cereals,

is

a

Such

food.

a

:

'

is probably the
most perfectly baked of
cereal foods and is remark- ably easy of digestion.
Grape-Nut-

s

Eeay to oat from the package,

aad d6lfckoa to the taste. A
trial often works a wondrous :!.;!
.

"There's a i: ;cn,v
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Washington, March
for pardon by 18 of the, labor leaders
convicted in the ''dynamite conspiracy
cases" at IndlanapoUs was filed to
day with the department of Justice by
the men's attorney, Elijah M. Zolln of
Chicago. The petition alleged that the
men were Innocent and that Judge Al
bert B. Anderson, who presided over
the federal court at f Indianapolis,
where they were convicted, did not
given them a fair trial.
Mr. Zolln announced that at least
20 members of the house and several
senators would appear before the department or the president in behalf
of the convicted men. Those applying
for the pardons were Frank M. Ryan,
Michael J. Young, Edward Smythe,
Paul J. Motrin, Frank- J. Higglns, J.
B. Munsey, Frank Mooney, John S.
Barry, Peter J. Smith,' George Anderson, William E. Reddin,
Frank E.
Painter, Henry W. Legleiter, Ernest
Wj Basey, Eugene A.' Clancy, Michael
and'Mloaael
J Hannan, William Stupe
:
;f,!u"
Cunnane.
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EXPRESSION

''"
Was' Painful to
-

-

.-

'

Experiment
Tragedian,
but He Could Not Hesltata When
Art balled Him.
"Thanks," said the tragedian, set
ting down his glass and
which lay
pocketing my change,
'
upon the bar between"' us. "Many
thanks for your good opinion. I always study from Nature from Nature, sir. In my acting you see re
fleeted Nature herself."
"Try this cigar," said an admirer ol
Nature, reverently. "Now, where did
you study that expression of intense
surprise that you assumed In the second act?"
"From Nature, sir; from "Nature. To
secure that expression I asked an in
mate personal friend to lend me five
pounds. He refused. This caused me
no surprise. I tried several more
Finally, I struck one who was willing
to oblige me, and, as he handed me
the money, I studied In the glass the
expression of my own face. I saw
there surprise, but it was not what 1
wanted. It was alloyed with suspicion that the sovereigns might be bad.
I was in despair."
"Well?" said the other, breathlessly.
"Then an idea struck me. I re
solved upon a desperate course. I re
turned the five pounds to my friend
the next day, and eti his astounded
countenance I saw the' expression 1
was In search of. Yes, thank you, a
small whisky as before." London Tit
absent-mindedl-

BitS.

.i;

y

ol

Receiving the Guest

T

vl pray iyou, O excellent wife, not to
camber yourself and me to get a rich
dinner for this man or this woman
who have alighted at out gate, nor a
bed chamber made ready at too great
a cost. These things, if they are curious In, they can get for a dollar at
any village. But let this Btranger
if he will, in your looks, In your accent and behavior, read your heart
and earnestness, your thought and
will, which he cannot buy at any price
in any village or city, and which he
may well travel fifty miles and dins
sparely and sleep hard in order to
behold. Certainly, let the board be
spread and let the bed be dressed for
the traveler; but let not the emphasis
these ;thinga.
of hospitall ty. 8;
Honor to the house where they are
simple to the ,vtfge of hardship, .so
that there the intellect la awake and
reads the laws of the universe.- '
Emerson.
"

r

Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We'pay 4 per cent on
counts, on Checking Accounts 2 per cest
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The Brooklyn Nationals have returned Pitcher Herbert to the Toronto
club of the International league. He
was drafted by the Superbas last fall.
After gtivng "Rabbit" Maranville
the "once over" Johnny Evers declared that the Braves' shortstop Is destined 'to lie one of the greatest
in baseball,
Jvlanager Jack Hayden of the Louis
ville Colonels will take a team of 14
Class AA players to Cuba Immediately after the close of the championship
"
season.
"".:
"'At the age of 25' Walter 'Johnson
is the veteran pitcher of the Washington team. Boehllng, Engel and Gallia,
the other heavers, are barely out of
their teens.
Arthur Devlin, former New
lnfielder and now manager of
the Oakland Pacific Coast league, has
decided to play third base for his
team this year.
The Philadelphia world's champions
have 16 pitchers under contract. It's
a cinch that several1 of these fllngers
will never perform for the 'Mackmen.
The Chicago White Sox have knocked off training at Paso Robles, Cal.,
and started for home. The regulars
are In charge of Kid Gieason, while
Billy Sullivan Is piloting the Number
i

York-Bosto-

Y.M. C. A.

w

veloped.

n

PRESENTS
AS ITS NEXT LYCEUM NUMBER

O
at
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Larry Lajoie, who has been detain
ed in Florida several weeks by the
illness of his wife,- has joined the
Cleveland Naps at Athens, Ga. The
great second sacker looks to be In
tiptop condition.
Pitcher Gaddy, who is showing considerable speed, la the only southpaw
with the Phillies at the present time.
Eppa Rixey, the Phil's star
will not report until June.
Miller
Hugglns, manager of the
Cardinals, is tackling a big Job in trying to develop a new Infield. The
outlook is far. from bright, with
and Mourey gone and Kauser
unable to play.
There may be two Class 0 championship series next fall.' The Eastern association and New. England
league have arranged a
series and the New York state league
will probably meet the Canadian
league in a similar series.
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WITH THE BOXERS

Jimmy dabby and Billy Murray
have been matched to bos in San
--

n April

Ffanct8ce'

H"'

2.

'

Joe Jeanette knocked etrik Lang-- ;
ford In Paris the other night, but the
Langford was an Alfred instead of
a Samuel.
j"B!z" Mackey, the Cleveland featherweight who broke his arm la a
Txut with Joe Bowker in
is returning home,
:,(;
Jack Britton has turned down as
offer of $6,000 from Promoter Baker
of Australia. Britton says that Baker
must raise the ante to flO.OOO before
he ViU"WhBlder ' 'trip' tor the'Anli-pssdes- ,

i. Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. D.ivia. Vice
E, D. Reynolds, Vice President
11. Erie Uoke, AiC
Hallct Raynolrls, Cashier.,
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In Covaleskie,. Vllllams and Caret,
Manager Jennings of the Tigers believes he has a trio from which a dependable southpaw pitcher will be de-
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Desolata Weat Africa.
"
'
Loblto bav. in Portuguese "West
harbor
wonderful
natural
Africa, la a
and also a place for splendid oysters.
They are long shelled oysters and
grow on trees. At low tide these
oysters (very good eating) are picked
off the trunks of the , trees below
lilga water mark. 'Thesei oysters cda-t- :
" '
'ale a pleasant welcome" to what for
K ' '
' '; '
IMJ miles inland ia a desolate terri"vt v- ii.yr''
tory." Between the short and the inFT
terior plateau lies the "thirsty counaj'
.4
try," where no. rein haa fallen for
n
ia
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
a dull dead gray
years. Everything
and the only trees that flourish are
.
the gigantic baobabs, which grow like
y
an Inverted cabbage and yield cream
Sir Herbert Tree may tour America
of tartar. In builJlag tlie railway
next fall.
through this district, of every 100
William J. Hurlbiit, si.'i.
cf "T1 "
men employed thirty were occupied in
.:
haa
t
of
Woman,"
Strange
water,
jli'cd
carrying up supplies
a play called "The Ma l
t o Vn ' !
Uve."
Damage C
SCOt
V.'i"'iia Faver bom Is ')-- , a c lt,
The acids cont '
- "
masonry,
.
mortar,
"i ,r "
,'
work and butldjrg
Li

t;i-;-

'

EAST LAS VEGA.S, N. M.

.

GOT THE fiSGHT

Secretary

customers yet conservative ia its c:2B2ecieri l!se

Us

ASY- -

IS BEING GREATLY
, .IMPROVED
(

P.OSENWALD,

Prcs

SIG NAIL1,!, Vice

PEOPLES BANK.;ifa;'TR.UST..CO.i

,

THE BASIN NORTH OF THE

GEO. II. HUNKER, Vice Pres

FOU A PARDON

i

power almost unlimited In a
properly balanced food that
yields quickly and readily the
elements Nature demands for
daily building of body, brain
and figrves.

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres
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FOREST 7,'OTES mil
Conijeeficut lias one and
lion acre3 of timber land, mainly In
farmers' wood lota.
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FRATERNAL
LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
H
BROTHERHOOD
A. M Resmlar com- - .102 Meets every Monday nlgfct B
muuicatlon first and O. a. C. hall, on Donglae avenv a)

n

CO'LUM

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Only one wood, Spanish csdar, Is
commoxtly used for cigar boxes. Some CHAPMAN
times a cheaper wood may form the
basis of the bd, with paper-thiveA
neers of the tropical cedar over it.

1

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
TII33 BEST, GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

India Is developing an Important
turpentine Industry, though it does
not yet supply the home market.

li

()

'

in S o'clock. Visiting members are itsThursday
ach month. Visiting dia'ly welcome. J. C. Werts, Pr3p
It has been euggested that certain
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; OL
kinds of timber of the national forests
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
RATES rOR CLASSIFIED ADVER be reserved for the needs of the navy.
Thla recalls the fact that the first Petten, Secretary.
TISEMENTS
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesforest reservations in tills country
LAS VEQA COMMANDERY, NO. I,
day evenings each month at Woo
Five cent
per line each Insertion, were made for naval material.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlaV
KNIGHTS TEMPf.ifi
Rnir.
Estimate elx ordinary word to a line
conclav
ly invited to attend. C. N. Dongla..
jsilar
js Tbs
CLAIMS HE WAS HIT '
No ad to occupy leu tpac than two
W. P.;, Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
In
Maeadi
nay
at
mat
Santa
17.
March
LuJuan Jose
Fe,
line
All advertisements
charged
sonic
at
7:30
m.
Temple
Dr. H.
p.
will be booked at tpac actually set jan,; charged" with killing Manuel Gar
M. Smith,
C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of words.' cia at Pojoaque, took , the stand In corder.
.,
hte own' defense in tKe trial in the
Cash In advlnc preferred.
late-LOCAL TIME CARD
district .court
yesterday after
noon. He, testified; that while scuffl- LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
ing' with Garcia someone hit him in
East Bound
vocation first Monday in
the head with a rock, dazing him, and
Bach month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
that he heard a gun go off about that
7:45 p. &
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p, No, 2.... ,7:20 p. m
time but did not know whose.it was.
A..11:59 p.
d
ria was bein,g
yyz& - Brinegar, H. P.; r. O No. 4. ...11:54 p.a. m...
by At
m
2:30 a. m.'
8
2:25
No.
Blood,
Secretary.
torney E. P. Da vies for. the. state at
2:00 p.
No. 10.... 1:35 p. m
4 p. m. Davies asked Lujan about his
I. O. O. F. LAS vrmo i
West Bound
An,.- - ...
height and weight and Judge Wright
4. Meets ever Mondav
Arrive
Depart
defense
for
objected, being overruled
OPTIC'S NUMIER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street All
1:35 p.. n
by the court
visiting No. 1.... lilO p. m..
uremrea cordially Invited to attend. No.
6:40 a.
,6:35 a. m..
That she and a few others took
4:30 p.
No.
4:20 p. m..
few drlnka of whisky was stated by J. Friedenstlno. N. O.: A. T. ub-V. G.; T. M.
7:00 p.
No.
m..
6:35
Gertrudes Costlllo on the stand to
Elwood, Secretary; Karl
p.
CL
V.
wertz,
Treasurer:
trial
in
of
the
She
told
day
Lujan.
WANTED
A man to take charge of
the trip to pojoaque horse races and Cemetery Trustee.
our business in Las Vegas and vi
other features' of the. celebration.
cinity; splendid opportunity for the
The district attorney finished the B. P. O. ELKS Meets uMnrf
j
right man. Write Grand Union Tea
fourth Tuesday evening of each
fif Anastacio Mon-toyCompany, Colorado Springs, for par
who testified aifiong other things month Elks home on Ninth street and
ticulars.
that there were no women in the Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
crowd at the time of the shooting of are cordially Invited. Got. Wm J.
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. w. Condon,
Garcia.
Secretary.
Silver
The republican state committee of
FOR SALE Good paying business; West Virginia has invited the pro KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ismall capital required; great snap gressive leaders of the state to meet
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
for Tight man. See A. H. Harris, them in conference in Parkersburg W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
612 Lincoln avenue.
next week to discuss a proposal for
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
amalgamation.
FLOUR
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey
Ladies alwaye welcome. O, L. Fiers-man- ,
eggs, 30 cents each;
the stay at Thomas S. Fielder, attorney general
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
home kind. Phone Purple BC23 of Georgia, is a candidate for tne un cier; Mrs. A. V.
It V giving you
Morrow, Local Deputy,
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
term
the
late
United
States
ef
908
expired
Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for doSenator Bacon.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red
ing something
East Las Vegas, N. M.
eggs for setting 75c and S1.0Q per
Arthur Capper, the Topeka newspa
you 'd do tny
a candi L. o. O. MOOSE Meets
setting of 15. Day old R. I. Red per publisher, is again to-b-e
second anfl
way when you
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913 Lin date for the republican nomination
fourth
each
Thursday
evening
learn how Much
avenue.
ioln
for governor of Kansas.
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
Beffer EMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R,
Governor Stuart of Virginia is men
FLOUR really is.
A.
Davis,
p.
Llm Secretary.
Dictator;
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1 tioned as a possible candidate for
I.
E.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
NO.
54t
Made ly GERand 1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R. United States senator.
1. 0. of B. B.
Meets every first Tne
I. strong
cockerels. C.
MAN PROCESS
W. Wesner.
Kansas is to have two women on day of the month In the vestry roomi
ONE COUPON FROM
the democratic state ticket at the uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock P
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
BABY CHICKS, 10c. Rhode Island Reds next election.
vited. Isaao Appel, President; Charles
FIVE
STAMPS
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
BRINGS
THE
YOU
Geo.
NOTICE
Mrs.
TO
ALL
Secretary.
Os
MAY
Greenclay,
WHOM
IT
guaranteed.
Tudor,
'
SPOON
IT S
CONCERN
age City, Kansas.
CCNUIKEWM.
Notice is hereby given to all whom MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
WHITE Wyandotte day old chicks it may concern, that 'the undersigned
A A
SONS'
M.
Mrs.
E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas, were on the 24th day of February, A. Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
STANDARD
on
of
330.
second
and
S.
the
fourth
Main
Mrs.
Dil
D.
J.
Mondays
Telephone
1914, appointed executors of the
S ILVER
lon, Agent, East Las Vegas.
last will and testament of Pompilio each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
W
Z.
G.
Sonsul;
Laemmle, Clerk;
Buccl, deceased.
FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled
All persons having claims against Montague, Local Deputy. Vlsitlns
FRENCH.
oat straw. Carload lots or other- the estate of said deceased must pre members are especially welcooe and
SREY (STERwise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M. sent them within the time prescribed cordially invited.
LING) FINISH
by law.
FOR SALE3 Seven room brick house,
KNIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS, COUNHERMAN HILGERS .
EMPRESS
best location on Seventh street; If
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
NICHOLAS HILGERS,
.
want
a bargain don't miss this
can be oU-OUrth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
you
Phone Purple 5351.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
this city from
tained
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. B.
CONCERN
Hgfst
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that John A. Rudulph
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone the undersigned, was appointed on the
2nd day of March, A. O. 1914, Executpar 1M ft.
..-9- e
Main 230.
2,000 lbs, or Mors, Each Dslvsry
25o
or of the estate of Emilie Pendaries
psr 1M laa.
1,000 Iba, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
.S0o
per 1M IBs-Each
and
deceased,
ail
Rudulph,
Delivery
TWO furnished rooms for light house
200 lbs., to 1,003 lbs.
persons
16
Co
pr 1M
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Daii vary
keeping. Modern except heat No having claims against the said estate
la
1M
will
,69o
same
the
psr
within the time
present
sick. T. J. CarvM, 810 Lincoln.
Less than 60 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
prescribed toy law.
A
FOR RENT Six room cottage, bath, March 2nd, 1914.
A UA
JOHN A. RUDULPH,
electric lights. 710 Lincoln, Apply
tme Faflia
.Executor.
T. Foster, 606
Grand.
Harvesters, Itorem, aad Diirtrlbutora o Nataral Ics,
Famena.
Made
Vega
Eave
Which
Ls
el
LaaUag Qualities
Snlwcrtbn for Th onrr
OFFICE 791 DOUGLAS AVENUE
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
with board if desired. 710 Grand.
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LOST

Black

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank

coat on Eighth

fur-line- d

etreet Monday night. Finder return
to Castaneda and receive reward.
NINETIETH

CONVOCATION

Chicago, March 17. One hundred
and twenty-nin- e
candidates received
degrees and titles today at the ninetieth convocation of the University of
Chicago. Professor 'James R. Angell,
dean of the faculties of arts, literature
and ecience, was the convocation orator.
'1

f

Vecaa.

New Merl

Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage. Hair and Soaln
Treatment Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. in.
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of a nun

up to this time, given "the world one
single idea to benefit it? Are you
helping in science, business, morality,

or charity?"

of Ability of His
Colleague Was Not In
the Least Degree Flattering.

Actor's Opinion

arrived hero to attend the inaugura
tion of Dr. S. li. Turrentlne "a presi
dent of the Greensboro college for
The veteran actor, C. W. Couldock, women. The exercises will take place
who is probably best remembered by in the college chapel tomorrow mornthe theatergoers for his impersonation ing.
of Dunstan Kirk in "Hazel Kirke"
many years ago, was putting a company together for a contemplated GIELS! GIBS! TRY
IT,
tour. The actors were to be recruited from a stock company in Cleveland,
Would-B-

"Why, I am doing as other young men
with money do," protested Mr. BamA.
CLAY.
Z.
By
ford.
"As some other young men with
It it
a
rich
do," corrected the girl.
Daraford
had.
money
Fred
Young
wasn't for ihose who have common
"
mother.
She became a widow when he was sense and business ability with their
'
wealth this country would be a laugh,'
ten years old.
As an only child, bo was made a pet ing stock of the rest of the world.
Don't demean by talking of love at
of, the same as poodle dog.
Freddie was given his way about first sight.".
Fred Bamford, went away in a huff
everything, indulges In every whim,
and was taught to believe that money and also astounded. He had flattered
made up for every deficiency in hu- himself that be stood at the head and
was a leader. No one had ever found
man nature.
He had tutors and slapped their a flaw nor made a criticism. His ego
had been encouraged until he com
faces and they left.
He was sent to a boys' schools and pared himself with men who had done
ran away and came back to hi tear- things.
For the first time in his life Fred re
,:
ful mother.
He
He was coaxed and bribed to go to fused his mother's condolences.
to do gome thinking, and when
wanted
the
found
weeks
he
six
After
college.
lessons too hard, and by advice of a be had done so he was honest enough
fashionable doctors, who charged J200 to say to himself:
'She rubbed it in like blazes, but
for the advice, his poor brain was reshe was honest about it. Maybe I have
lieved of overwork.
been and am making a fool of myself."
At eighteen Freddie was a member
The change that began in him held
whist,
f four clubs. He could play
hopes, though It worried his mothand bridge, and golf, and polo, and out
er. Because he wasn't fined for fast
other games. He could swear. He
be
eould smoke 40 cigarettes a day, each driving during the next fortnight
cause
state
that
didn't
the
newspapers
to
his
As
on.
one with his monogram
he had been thrown out of some reseducation, Captain Briggs, who was a taurant
because no one whispered to
member of one of the clubs, bad a
her that a certain chorus girl was to
to
turned
he
and
alight curiosity,
sue him for breach of promise, she
him one day and asked:
wanted an eminent physician sum
revolves
is
it that
"Freddie, which
around the earth the sun or the moned to feel his head and sound his
lungs and toy with his heart.
moon?'
"Do you know that you have
"What's the catch, captain V was
changed
terribly in the last few
asked in reply.
days?" she exclaimed when he refused
"There Is no catch."
be
by a doctor.
"Well, I never heard the question to "I pawed over
hope it will keep up!" was the
Mked beforehand must answer that
.

.'
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Ohio.
BEAUTIFY YOUS
Mr. Couldock, addressing one of the
actors, Ogden by name, asked that
gentleman to see him (Couldock) In MAKE IT
THICK,' GLOSSY, WAVY,
his dressing room after the performLUXURIANT AND REMOVE
ance.
ALL DANDRUFF
Ogden was on the job as soon as
Your hair becomes light, wavy,
he heard the curtain bump the floor.
"Ogden," said Couldock, "what busi- fluffy, abundant and appears as soft,
ness are you supposed to be play- lustrous and. beautiful as a young

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS B1HK

ing?"

girl's after a "Danderine hair cleanse."
Just try this moisten a cloth with
a little Danderine and carefully draw
it through your hair, taking one small j
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive
oil and In just a few moments you
have doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invig
orates the scalp, forever stopping Itching and falling hair.
den,
But what will please you most will
store be after a few weeks' use when
"I'd go to a good second-hanyou
and buy a good hatchet and chop my will
actually see new hair fine and
a
bead oft."
P. 8. Ogden wasnt engaged. Chi- downy at first yes but, really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
cago Journal.
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
25 cent bottle of
ACT ON FIRST IMPRESSIONS of it surely get a
from any drugKnowlton's
Danderine
answer he mads.
I am not posted."
or toilet counter, and just try It
gist
Bamford
Hesitates
Who
Fred
Old
"He
That
Queerly
Adage
enough,
The captain did not have a con
Adv.
'
Is Lost," la a Whole Bundle
found himself actually in love with
tempt for him. He realized that any the
of Truth.
had dared to critithat
only
girl
man's
the
not
was
young
deficiency
him to his face. Day by day, as
ST. PATRICK'S DAY IN NEW YORK
fault Later on, Fred himself asked cise
In a letter to a friend at a great
he
things over, there was a
thought
New York, March, 17. Today's celehis mother the question, and her reply
change that more than his anxious moral crisis in his life Darwin ex bration of St, Patrick's Day in this
was:
mother saw and spoke about At the pressed an observation which is con
"What do you want such a silly
city took the form of a monster celeclub, when some one aBked Captain firmed by general experience. ., Thething to worry you for? You have Briggs what he thought ailed the boy, action which had suggested itself to bration over the victory of the Home
money and position, and you needn't he
him when he first faced the crisis he
replied:
care what revolves around the earth.
will carry him to the had condemned as dishonorable. On
that
"Nothing
his
for
I don't thank Captain Briggs
further consideration, when he was
grave. He s doing a tninic Dy mniBeii.,
omclousness."
I hope nobody will disturb him." sorely tempted to proceed, he told his
and
Freddie Bamford was
At twenty-on- e
"Fred's mother worried over the friend of the struggle he was having,
fast. He had four or five autos. He case until it drove her to say to Aunt but added, "First impressions are genwine
had bachelor quarters. He gave
Haskell:
erally right," and he proposed to stand
uppers. He sent orchids to chorus
Inclines me to believe by his first impression that the course
"Something
girls. He bet on the races. He was that Fred must have proposed for
in view would be dishonorable.
a natron of gambling houses. He was
When a moral question involving
hand and been rejected."
ten
lost
He
arrested for fast driving.
me to think the difficulties is put up to a person his
inclines
"Something
A
thousand dollars at Monte Carlo.
same thing!" was the reply.
first impression is on the merits oi
dozen different mammas said he
"But the idea of her rejecting him!
the question, without reference to the
would make a good husband. Their
Fred called at intervals, but he was difficulties of the course. Later the
make.
to
no
criticisms
daughters had
no longer the Fred of the first call. He difficulties begin to loom up, and cau
Captain Briggs had never again asked did not talk of love, but sought to tion is apt to get the better of the
him a Question in astronomy. Then find out the
'
doubter.
girl's standard.
came a question from his mother:
Reflection on a matter of disagree
"I am
enough to be
" she said, "are you
"Freddie, dear,
lieve that men, young and old, should able duty often paralyzes action. The
thinking of ntarriage?"
adage, "He who hesitates is lost, emrespect morality," she said. A spendmother.''
fool. A man bodies a store of wisdom. '
a
worse
than
is
thrift
"But you should be. In a year or
is not resnected by other men
two more you should set up a house who
be respected by women.
not
will
Got Her Souvenir.
You
are
considered
of your own.
man is lucky enough
When
a
young
Is
a certain famous violinist
There
most eiligible parti. Most any young to
discover that he has more money
lady would feel herself highly honored than brains he should make an effort who frequently visits this country, and
from you.
among his acquaintances, is alif a proposal
to equalize things. Brains and money who,
as noted for his parsimony as foi
most
"Yes, mother."
take
should
he
are given a man that
"Did you know that your Aunt Has
his genius.
Among this musician'!
a high place among men. That is all,
admirers was a young woman who
kell had removed here from Chicago?
wen,
Must
Bamford.
Mr.
you
go.'
was determined, if possible, to pro
"Never kept any track of the old
good afternoon!"
cure some souvenir of the great man
lady."
Can the leopard change his spots.' Her
came one rainy day
"She has come here to reside. Do
He can't but now and then human when opportunity
to encounter the
you know how much money she has?'
if
over,
all
Itself
can
character
change
He was pro"Haven't a look-in.musician on Broadway.
and
is
enough,
strong
the Incentive
with an old cotton umbrella,
vided
tTh.irty million dollars!"
love.
as
there Is no incentive as strong
"
green with age; while the young worn
"But don't ask me to marry it"
After a long, long time Captain Briggs an carried a nice new silk one. She
to.
she
A
"Tmnot going
year ago
sat In his club and said to a friend
stopped him for a moment, exclaim
adonted Estelle Hol'brdok, as hand
"Ever see such a' change as there ing: "Oh, if you would only give me
otoe a girl as you ever saw."
has been in young Bamford?"
some slight remembrance of yoursell
"She'd have to be a clipper to beat
"Seems to have been made all over
no matter how small!" The great
tome of them In the chorus."
was
the
reply.
again,"
man surveyed her keenly, and then
"She's nineteen years old and hound
it?"
did
"Wonder what
gave a glance at the old cotton umto be a society favorite at once. Aunt
"He fell in love with a girl who baa brella that covered him.
This he
Haskell has let it be known that she
notions."
thrust into her hands, saying: "Cerwill leave Estelle all her great for
"But not here in the city ?"
tainly, my dear young lady. I shall
tune.".
"For a miracle yes."
be delighted. We will exchange urn"'
;
"
"And and
George!"
"
"
r "I thought you'd see .it"
''Oh, the news of the engagement It
1
of
on
what
million
top
"Thirty
out. He's investing his money In busiones
Little "Curtsies" of Children.
have. whew!"
ness, and will be among the big
"Go and call there this afternoon. gome day."
A fashionable hostess recently gave
I was at the house yesterday and told (Copyright, 1914. by the McClure News, a most delightful party for children.
paper Syndicate.)
them to expect you soon. Don't let
When awarding thorn prizes for theii
aome one bear the prize away from
proficiency in various games she urged
Cow.
you.
the recipients to "make your little
Why He Dislikes the
9 When Fred Bamford had made his
so
I do not like the cow, and curtBles and feel each time you do
Frankly,
call and departed Aunt Haskell asked have never taken the trouble to make that you are saying 'thank you' for
lesson
the girl what she thought of him.
her acquaintance; I do not like her tbe prizes." It was a little
"He'd hiave to be made over to suit unremitting regularities, such as be- so kindly put that it met with an im
and having her mediate response. And in these days,
me," was the reply.
ing milked twice a day
When the mother asked Fred what feed bills paid. 1 could not be patient when we hear so much about "man
is
he thought of the girl he replied:
under her glaring irregularities, such ners" it must often be felt that it
curt
"little
of
and
those
the
the
of
"She's a daisy. I shall win her in
out
pasture
disappearance
as breaking
townsies." which were once unfailing
month."
meandering off into the next
of
a
re
be
course
fortnight
In the
and it seems to me that if I had among country children, that has grad
ship,
peated his call, and it was then tha to go after her I should take along a ually brought about a change in rural
he got a few unexpected jolts and jars shotgun. The cow has never appealed as weil as town "manners."
With the greatest confidence and con to me, either as a business proposiNeglect in teaching, not the loss of
ceit he began to approach the subjec tion or a character; I am afraid of her the spirit which can understand the
t firRt eiuht. but waa brought u
husband, and her children interest me need of these graceful little acts, la
with:
responsible for much we hear of the
chiefly as veal.
,
"We will take another subject
This is just a statement of my own decline of children's maimers of to
I day.
feelings in the matter, of course, and
f ' Out ! have fallen in love."
seek no quarrel with the thousands of
"Then-falout again! You are an able-- men who cau love find manage
Crlticissd Gladstone.
utter slranger to me, and such talk her. At one lime I liked horses no
Even
Gladstone did not escnpe
Mr,
a
horse
la insulting."
But in the country
beiter.
of being a demagogu-Sthe
was
reputation
Fred Bamord really thought he
quickly been We a necessity, and thus
sense. On one occaIn love. At his third call lie reiterated I formed an Ultimata acquaintance in the wicked
in
bis sentiment, ami Miss Estelle said: with one. and got to see the interest- sion be confessed (at Oxford) that
been driven to ba
had
he
old
his
on
age
I
so
part
your
egotism
is
"It
that today
gigantic
ing traits of others,
with many an agitator, in order to counterwork
to think that you even interest me!"
maintain frlendsihlps
tha drsLs of In i. li, nd he i Je
"But btit I don't understand."
horssce, both lu tbe country and in
i f
I
"Who are you, sir? The son cf. a town. Yet 1 should not like to pay the conft s i m "v I'll p.tui cind rt lu
a
took
Si
i
Lord
a
my
mixed
You
been
tiy
have
Gentlebills.
Country
rich mother.
winter board
It iti a
view of this demagogue.
'up with scandal after scandal. You man.
- .nii a
new t'
vpiy m i , a t' , tu
have thrown away thousands and
ftfi a i no Hi in ' i o t e f i' i1
thousands of dollars, while you have
Popular Fad.
i
tb- - e n m i e 111' ,i
S nil
Your
standard
one..
not yet earned
"Well, this will be your son's lat (I l ,tv cf
c
u
I
to
t
t,
of womankind Is got from the chorus. year at college and football."
Mi .1 to
l in
You have almost ruined yourself
"Yea,"
In
b, to f
i,1
i'v by the fast j.
soon
"Of course you're glad. He'll
I
t
i
d for him to protest, but
i
down to something practical
settle
i
Set US, i
in r i
i,
fcbe
contin and useful."
and
i
i t ii hi (irisi-iNow
!
T,,i afraid not."
A
"Second comedy, sir."
"What might your salary be?"
"Twelve dollars a week, sir."
"How much do you pay for board V
"Five dollars a week, sir."
"Well," said Couldock, very slowly,
"If I was a young man and my name
was Ogden, and I was playing second
1S a
comedy, and I was getting
week and paid $5 for board, I'd try to
put by a little each week, say, BO
cents (even if I had to give up some
of my beer) till I got 2.50."
"And thenr said the Jubilant Og.
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Interest PoJd On Deposits
Rule cause. Never before has the day
been observed with such, a display of
enthusiasm. Ths chief feature of the
program was the big parade, in which
every Irish military and civic organi-atio- n
in the metropolitan district took

Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely opened here today Is expected to hoV
effective, thoroughly cleansing and almaterially In tha problem of earing
ways pleasant in action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipa- for the unemployed and homeless f
.

t--

tion and sluggish liver, and a tonio to Montreal. The refuge cost $160,00
the bowels, which are improved by and contain a accomodations for abouc
their use. Try them. They do not 600 Inmate
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
part
G. Schaefer and Bed Cross Drug
Take HERBINT3 tor indigestion. li
Store. Adv.
relieves the pain m a few minutes an S
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
forces the fermented matter whic'i
For constipation, Chamberlain's TabOPEN MUNICIPAL REFUGE
causes the
into the bowels
lets are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
new where it is misery
17. The
March
Montreal,
expelled. Price 50c. Sol't
them a trial
and gentle In effect.
Meurling municipal refuge which waa by Central Drug O- - Adv.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
,
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COLLEGE TO INSTALL PRESIDENT
Greensboro, N. C, March 17. A
number of well known educators have
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1 Galoa CaosiO!iveite"Braid $2.95
2
Galon Cans "Olivette" Brand 1.50
70c
Small Cans "Olivette" Brand
1--
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TGIS IS THE VERY FL'iEST

Light automobile lamps

at

6:38

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bax. Adv.' ;';
: ,

Mr. and Mrs. Sol Jacoby are the
proud parents of a baby boy born to

The third 'picture in "The Mutual
Girl" series will be- shown tonight at
the Mutual theater. Adv.
auto-

ments. Phone Main

This Price for this Week Only

or

115

equip-

Adv.

297.

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, ajed
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
Tills evening will occur the special
yon. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
program at the Browne theater that is
to be staged by the Catholic ladles.
Las
The
Vegas Commandery, A large attendance Is expected at this
Knights Templar, will meet tonight In entertainment. Both the musical numthe Masonic temple. All members and bers and the motion
pictures that are
visiting knights are invited to be are to be shown will ti the best ob'
present.
tainable, and a good time is guaranteed. The first Bhow will begin at
According to Volunteer Weather 7:15 o'clock.
Observer O. L. Hargrove at the Norma! University, the maximum . temperature yesterday was 64 degrees, ST. DITOIfK'Q
while the minimum temperature, last
aegrees.
mgnt was

nV

m

ft

iki.i'

A O Larrazolo will make an ft1
dress to the students of the New Mexj-ic-

Direct from the Indian ReservatiQnIlarge Assortment fine colorings -- unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for hom use or giftsr

Normal University 'tomprro
morning at' the regular assembly pel
riod' at 9': 45 o'clock. The public is
invited t5" be present and hear Mr.
Larrasib'ib.

;

Wholesalers

Every Women Is Proud to be

It is a natural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.
a good baker.

-
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PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

S6e Las Vegas Roller Mills

D I!:i3cf Ilia Dost cf Everylfelno Eeislile

At

:

TOE BREAD OF QUALITY
!

PURITAN

Trial Will Convince Yoti

A

,

CREAF.V BREAD

HIE PAAF & HAYVARD
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n "Will be h Id for
rnueer (male) and junior
(male). From the
imanjiaeolositt
roriBier of eligible resulting from
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CO. STOR

spector (mate) will be held. From
the list of eligibios resulting from
this examination certification will be
made to fill the vacancies in the bureau of biological survey, department of
agriculture for service in tha field at
a salary of $1,500 per year. The duties
adminisof .this office are the
tration of bird and game reservations,
including care f birds and big game,
and preparation cf reports b1io.v;ss
condition of species and increase from
year to year.

vr'

i

,

This la Qie da "popularly observed
as St. Patrick's day. All those of
Irish descendant or, witti respect or
liking for this people or Saint Patrick
wore green in some form. Green ties,
shamrocks and' numerous other token
denoted the universal homage paid to
Saint Patrick. In larger cities the day
was gloriously observed W the Irish,
but here no parades or other pageants
J
took place.
The history of Saint Patrick is
somewhat confused. The story of SL
Patrick is a three-sideone, dealing
with the St. PatricK of history, the
St. Patriclfcof legend and the "St. Patrick of controversy. The saint of his '
tory has enough glory for the three.
His life was one of interest. ,He was
the son of wealthy Scottish parents.
He was captured by bandits and taken
to Ireland. In that country he tended
cattle for years and later sought con
solation In God. He went to France
and after studying the. Gospel later
began the lite of a missionary in Erin,
preaching to the Irish people. His
tory records his work in that country
in brief as follows: "He found no
Christians and left no heathens." He
is supposed to have died in Armagh

'

This evening at the O. R. C.hall
will occur the big annual Purlin ball,
which is given by the B'Nai .JJ'Rlth
society. The dance promises to be
a big event and largely attended. All
members of the Temple Montefiore
congregation are invited to he pres'
ent.
announces
a bowling game to be played between
bankers' team of Las Vegas and one
of Albuquerque tomorrow niglu, by
telegraph. It was, learned today that
the game has been postponed mnUl
next week. The local bankers should
be able to form a strong team.
An Albuquerque paper

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY'.

AND ALSO IN THE AFTERNOON,
AND THE EVENING, EVERY-- i
.'
BODY WEARS GREEN

'

,

New Mexico Largest

Ifflll

IN THE

m

Mayor Taupert has a number of
new street signs which are to be
placed on the prominent corners of
the city in the near future. These
signs are a new contrivance and
when placed upon telephone poles
will not only attract attention but
will give accurate directions and information as to streets. Mayor Tap-pehas in all about 15 signs.
rt

"Tol-stop-

GUARANTEED
'

'

'Calm as the Night"

Car Bohn

By

Joyed,

.

v

Ev

From the standpoint of art the pro
gram Is considered to he one of the
e,, Mrs.
best ever given at a recital
Choate's singing proved decidedly en
tertaining. Mrs. Konn's ability suc
cessfully to bring forth the best music
In a piano for her listeners likewise
was appreciated by the audience. Mrs.
Charles O'Malley, one of the best violinists in the state, played numbers
last night that held the audience in
close attention. Mrs. Jacob H. Landau,
with her selections in dramatic art.
was equally well received and! her
work was enjoyed.
' These ladies are the
founders of
the organization which was started
some time; ago for the purpose of beginning a movemait that in the future might transform itself into a con
servatory of music and art, the work
to be carried on in one building especially provided for..tMs purpose.
The entertainment proved the fact
that these ladies have the qualities
necessary for such a movement. Each,
through her efforts, displayed her
earnestness in the work and her talent.

UNIVERSITY

"Little

Song and Dance"

By the
O'Malley Twins

in lace curtains.
Even the most inexpensive have the
look of exclusiveness
you so much admire.
And the work is
simply exquisite.

You certainly must
see them even if you do not intend to purchase
just now. And how about carpets? We have
some lovely ones at uncommonly low prices.
.

J.

CLUB

n

for the auto.
ALL WORK

Tho Las Veg&s' Automobile
I
and Machine Shop

By

Miss Marie Maloney
accompanied by
Miss Cooley

f

Also

THREEELSOF
MOVING PICTURES

ctcf Tf"E mwm
There js Safety in a good7

I7,

Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake pur
reputation every watch that
groes out of our store,

At

E Bror.'r.r

'

of Price
I
!

BencHi
'

CATII2LIC
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THE HAMMONDS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Hammond of
Clayton have been visiting to Las'
Vegas for a few days. Mr. Hammondr
is an excellent example of what New
Mexico climate and conditions may
do for those who come here, especial- ly when the Individual is "up to
snuff" and helps hlnuielf.
Mr. Hammond came to this city
years ago from Liberal, Kas., broken
down in health. Be was at one time
a teacher in the public schools, later
an efficient employe In the San Miguel National bank and witli his genial wife is well known to our
Mr. Hammond has been a
hard working, economical, enterprising citizen "whose help and influence
has always been with the moral elements;, helping by example and effort
to b'oj,M up the country. He has for
many yenrs been president of the
First; 'Rational bank of Clayton' and
was the founder of that substantial
financial institution. Mr,' Hammond
is what ho is by his own exertions, a.
e
man. Such men are an In
spiration to the boys to go and do
likewise. Las Vegas always has a
glad hiind for the
who are
helping to make the sun ahine state
one of the greatest and best.

last night from Santa Fa and left this
morning for Walrous where they will
locate the sites for. the 'two bridges
that are to foe built near that place.
They will return to this city this eveni' v.
J',', ;
ing.
Accompanied- 'by Mayor U."J. Taupert the two engineers, will make the
trip to Mora tomorrow., moiling. and
will select the site for fne Vlti!etliat
is to be built across the Cebolla rlvar
and also will work on plans for ,tie beginning of active wrt:?i. on U!ie road
between Mora and Cieela.id. This
road is now in fairly
but
can stand considerable iuuitovement
The Mora county people are anxious
to repair the road and the advice that
r
they will receive frm iiis iw
and Mayor Tauput villi e Mo
them to take Bftps iftto rlace tlio
road in excellent comlmon.
This road ia on tlio i on i n
moil route Ik (won i - s ',t is
FIRE IN SAVANNAH
and IToiman and for this ronton it is
Savannah, Ca., March 17.-- Fire
orls- 1 in
ersout ,1 that It . pi
inatirie: on the water front lute imu,v
p'nii
1'
I
ci.ndition for travel.'
threatened Pavannaft's yho!ea!e :"d!3.
is Bf:iirc(i It Will mcaa t i
l
ci
;trict. I'raoiic.'ilry rn wtiolo i;r0 fl...
i
, i
i"r 'i' i r'ii"i v, n i r
rpitrfim-nend tug bonis iro f ;,?. fj.
'
v
r ;
'ii
i,"
the f.',,!:,).
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AND CESSF00L

Sirt

building the Mora people are cctively
interested.

STATE EMNEEBS TO

J. W. Johnson and H.
of State E&giaaer Jauies- - A.
Las Vegas
French's office arrived-j-

Annie Howlcy

CLEARING

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS FEEFECTNESS

n

MARCH

rcn,
f

DONE

,'ngineers

'Somebody Loves you Dear'

SON- -

HOME FURNISHERS

;.

good bye.

fri-ii-

JOHNSEN
COMPLETE

G.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skiand tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d

T01IE1T0NIGIIT

Vocal Solo

taken this afternoon hrBpiiy Sheriff
Felipe Lopez to sVnta Fe ihere they
will be placed in the state penitentiary to serve their terms a3 highway
robbers. A large delegation of their
friends were at the depot, and many
sad scenes occurred as tho
bid their families and friends

1

of our latest arrivals

-

Morgan

Greogorio Rubio and .Merehciano Vigil, the two boys Who held .up Jliomas
oBles on Twelfth street last weirtc, were

1 VALLT

it

,

R

,

.

v.

Elsie Ferguson Is to. have a ieadirig
OELP EOAD Cl'aCECS
role in Athertoh Brownell and William
Young's play, "The tmseen Empire,"
which is soon to be produced.
THEY
WILL MAKE A TRIP TO
MORA TOMORROW. WITH
COMMISSIONER TAUPERT

accompanie d by
Miss Bessie JCooley

COMPANY

Note, the Beautiful Designs

If A

Miss Gladys Trainor

The Santa Fe station had an appear
ance of being metropolitan this afternoon for the first time In months. The
first train carrying excursionists from
the west seemed to be improved.
Train No. 1 carried over 250 passen-I'pr's)- "
which is decidedly unupual for
that train. This heavily loaded train
did not arrive here until J: 30 o'clock,
and as a result the local Harvey house
experienced a rushing buBiiifrSS.

FORMERLY

V..

LAS ' VEGAS FOED SALES

,

mucn discussed subject.
Those who are interested are cor
dially invited to attend the meeting.
After the talk by Professor Zingg a
discussion will follow.

'

':
.

LAS VEGASilMOTOR CAR CO.

'

Vocal Solo

.'v:'"-"-

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

The complimentary recital given
last night at the Normal. University
auditorium by Mrs. Charles O'Malley,
Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. Erie Choate
and Mrs. Jacob Lanaau was without
a doubt the most Interesting music
and dramatic art recital that has been
given In Las Vegas:; in a long time.
The attendance was not large but
those present formed a company appreciative of every number presented;
an audience of discriminating people,
familiar with the best art, Each number on the program was heartily en- -

Program

Patfi

T.

ALL .'REPAIR WORK

ST.

;:

...;

BILE TIPES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

."

Optic early
morning
ed on its staff a flag of a dark green
color. All day long this flag waved,
showing that The Optic is a booster.
Although, the force Is not entirely
of the descendants of the Irish, yet
the, whotei bunch was glad to help the
Irish celebrate.

carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMO-

Dr. Jacob H. Landau announced to in 463.
The Saint Patrick of legend is the
day that he would1 begin on Friday
character who was supposed to have
evening a series of lectures on
PROFESSOR
O. C. ZINGG WILL
Dr. Landau has made a care banished all the snakes from Ireland.
SPEAK ABOUT "THE COLORful study of the great writer and his
ADO STRIKE SITUATION"
works, and his addresses are expected
to 'be of great value to literary people.
Tonight at 8:15 o'clock the Univer
The public Is invited. The lectures
PATRICK'S DAY
sity club will meet at; the Y. M. C. A.
will be given at Temple Montefiore
to hear Professor O. C. Zingg discuss
levery Friday evening at S o'clock.
The Colorado Coal Strike Situation."
Frofessor Zingg has made a study of
Not to be outdone by the citizens
the trouble in the neighboring state,
who wore green flags, shamrocks and
abd having lived there, will be in a
other material of this color today,
position to talis interestingly on this
The
tills
unfurl-

WILSON NAMES TREASURER
jj Those desiring- work clone
WjitdiinK'on, Marit J7. rresldent
will plcHFe call on or phone
WI'noii io,h,y mrid; tii sci loin'iiaUons:
!i
Ti.
mvl&iri.;ivU;S
pr of I'osfrm,
A. W.
j
!?!)(:
r of U.rt Uuiti'd U;it-- at
Trr : f r
Las V
.
H. J n ' k :n, f Anion,
'
f
ditiiii-i
of
Sixth
foiirl.
'
2S
.
li
in 11
.

We also

AND LANDAU PLEASE
THEIR HEARERS

KOHN

,

.

aS tut

LIVERY sxnd REPAIRING

"

them Saturday night

mobile, good as new, modern

He also is supposed to have escaped
St. Patrick's dance the Seventeenth
from his enemies by some mysterious
'
at F. B. Hall. Aflv; ,
power. The Saint Patrick of controwas a man of many different
The Symphony orchestra will meet versy
This together with the
nationalities.
this evening at the Y. M, C. A. for
of the good saint,
history
legendary
in-practioe. ,AU members and those
enhanced Saint Patrick's true' reputato
terested are requested
be present
tion considerably, the myth being well
mixed with the fact
toCompany H will hold a meeting
There are many theories concerning
night la the armory to discus3 matters the man, but from all reliable sources
pertaining to .ie welfare of the organi- it is
easy to ascertain that he was a
zation. All members are requested
man, Inclined to work for the
good
to be present.
betterment of his people, and one
loved by the entire Irish race.
Mrs. Anna Simison, accompanied by
her parents, Air. and MrB. 0. C. Fleck,
will leave tomorrow night for Salina,
RECITAL ENJOYED
Kan., where she will locate. The
change of location is being made, priBY ART ADMIRERS
marily for the benefit of Mr. Fleck's
eyes. Mr. Fleck will undergo an oper-tio- n
In Kansas City' soon. The Flecks
MESDAMES
CHOATE, O'MALLEY,
formerly resided In Salina.
1

o'clock; this: evening.

For Sale Haynes

ARIZONA OIL
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